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ABSTRACT
A Study of Cotyledonal Cracking in
Snap Beans (Phaseo lus vulgaris L.)
by
John L. Morris , Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University , 1967
Major Professor: Alvin R. Ha mson
Department: Plant Science
Certain varieties of snap bean , Phaseolus vulgaris L. , seeds
are very susceptible to cracks that develop naturally across the cotyledons
during pre-harvest, storage, or germination.

This phenomenon is com-

monly known as cotyledonal cracking a nd may cause serious yield r e ductions
on plants developing from affected seeds.
Cotyledonal cracking susceptibility of six white and six colored
s eeded varieties of snap beans were compared.

Considerable differences

were found in crackin g susceptibility, but there was little or no relationship be tween seed coat color and cracking susceptibility.
An experiment was conducted to determine if a metabolic stress
of the plant during the time of pod set could be involved in cotyledonal
cracking.

Blossoms were tagged on individual plants beginning with the

day of first blossom, and tagging was continued for 21 days as blossoms
emer ged . lndividual pods were harvested at maturity and maintained
xi

under controlled conditions throughout a simulated weathe ring treatment
to follow . Seeds of eac h pod were c lassified according to· the amount of
cotylc donal cracking s ustained.

It was concluded that if a stress were

involved, it apparently affected the seed several days after pod initiation
and that an increase in cotyledonal cracking was negatively correlated
to a n increase in the number of pods s e t during one day.
Simulated weathering tests were made of seeds remaining in
the pod and seeds from the same varieties that were shelled.

The re-

sults indicated that the pod provides about equal cotyledonal cracking
protection for a ll varieties tes ted . Appa rently the pod is not an important cause of cracking resistance in certain varieties of snap beans.
Seed coat permeability was measured and compared for the 12
varieties . A technique was employed by which the bean seed coat
served as a semipermeable membrane between a distilled water and a
sucrose solution.

Sucrose dilution was measured refractometrically

and the rate of water penetration calculated.

There was little rel ation-

ship between seed coat permeability a nd cracking susceptibility among
the varieties.
The rate of imbibition and drying for seeds of six varieti es hav ing varying degrees of cracking susceptibility was t es ted.

Imbibition and

drying conditions were closely controlled and weight changes were recorded
at regular intervals during imbibition and drying.
xii

Results indica ted that

some of the varieties expressing the most rapid moisture changes were
a lso the most res istant to cracking.

It was concluded that the rate of

change of seed moisture was not the primary factor controlling cotyl edonal
cracking susceptibility.
Rate of imbibition was tested for two susceptible and two resistant
varieties.

When t he pre-imbibition seed moisture was above 10 percent,

a ll varieties imbibed water fr eely.

When pre -imbibition moisture was

below 10 percent, several seeds of resistant varieties became s lowly
pe rmeable while nearly all seeds of the susceptible va rieties imbibed
freely.

This suggested the poss ibility that a hard seed tendency of the

res istant varieties may be one source of protection against co tyl edonal
cracking.

Preliminary data s uggested that the seed coats of susceptible

varieties remain permeable even a t moisture l evels below 10 percent,
while ma ny seed coats of the res istant varie ties become rather impermeabl e at low moisture levels.
Microscopic examination of cotyledonal cracks from four different
varie ties indicated that the splitting occurred ac ross cotyledonal cell walls
more r apidly than between cell walls . This s uggested tha t a weakness of the
intercellular middle la mella is not responsbile for co tyledonal cracking
susceptibility.

Further mi croscopic examination and comparison of the

cotyledonal cell structure of two s usceptible and two res istant varieti es
failed to show a ny structura l differences b etween varieti es tha t could ac count
for differences in cotyledonal cracking susceptibility.
(134 pages)
xiii

INTROD UC TION

Cotyledona l cracking in s na p b ea n (P haseolus vulga ris L . ) s eed c an
reduce t he po tent ial yield of a n a ffec t ed s eedling by a s muc h a s 88 percent
(Hollis , 1964).

Under unfa vo r able env·i ronme nt s tresses , many of the

c r acked seeds may even fail to produc e a plant. This failure may be a ttributed to a delay i n e mergence a nd a consequent de ple tion of the pa rtialco tyl edonary food reserves before the seedling ca n e merge a bove the soil ,
or to microb ia l inva s ion of the cracked r egion and s ubsequent seed decay .
Cotyledona l c r acking is char a c te riz ed by na turally-occurring fractures t hat us ually develop the flat , inner sur fa ce of the cotyle don or
deep within t he cotyledon. Cra cks a r e occa s ionally observed, however , on the
outer , r ounded s ide.

Occ asionally a cotyledon may have c r acks develop

ing in a ll direc tions in a pattern t hat r esembles shattered glass.

The

c r acks may r a nge fr om ha irline fissures , which a r e quite minute a nd de te ctabl e only under ma gnification , to deep, easily observed fractures that
cause the cotyl edon to break apa rt when only a slight stress is applied .
Cotyl edonal cracking is unique from othe r type s of s eed injury since it
may even occ ur in warehouse s tora ge se ver al months after harvest (Atkin ,
1964).

QJ.ite fre quently , the cracking be comes much wors e after only a

s hor t period o f wa r e hous e stora ge . For exa mple , it may oc cur during the
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brief period of 60 days or less between the a rrival of the seed in the ware house a nd t he milling process (Anderson , 1963). Atkin (1961) reported
that cotyledonal cracks may occur a nytim e after seed maturity until the
seed is pla nted and germinates .

It is difficul t for the seed supplier to

predict several months in advance how seeds of a variety that is susceptible to cotyl edo na l cracking will perform when finally placed in the soil to
germinate . Even if seed from such a variety arrives at the grower 's field
in a crack-free condition. there is no assura nc e that the e merging seedlings
will have unbroken cotyledons attached . McCollum (195 3) noted that a high
degree of crack ing may even occur when seed of a susceptible variety is
pla nted in wet soil.
The cotyledona l cracking weakness a lso poses a delicate problem
for the seed analyst during the course of t he germination test.

Since cer-

tain varieties are quite susceptible to water fractur ing, the moisture content of the germinating medium its elf may have a considerable effect upon
the amount and severity of cracking that is observed in the germinated
sampl e (Moore , 1965a).

For this reason , Jack of standardization between

laboratories in wetting of the medium may result in considerabl e variance
in the evaluation of a single lot of bean seed.
Since the performance of a crack-s usceptible variety of bean seed
varies , sometimes considerably , under diffe r e nt e nvironmental conditions,
it is difficult to adjust the planting rate to insure a good stand.

If a higher

than norma l planting rate•is used a nd ideal growing conditions prevail after
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planting, the plant population will be too great to maximize yield and quality.
On the other hand, if a normal planting r a te is used and growth conditions
a re unfavora ble, an extremely poor s tand may result.
Cotyledonal cracking ha s resulted in considerabl e loss es in time and
money to seeds men a nd comm ercial canners.

In recent years , the problem

has increased considerably with the development of newer, high quality
varieties.

Becaus e of the seriousness of the problem , the present re-

search has been conducted to determine the cause , or causes , of cotyledonal cracking.
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BACKGROUND

The ques tion m ay aome to mind why more a ttention has not been
directed towa rd solving a problem as serious as cotyledonal cracking. To
a nswer this , we need to review the background a nd na ture of the problem.
Cotyledonal cracking of s eeds was first r ecogniz ed in garden peas
in 1932 by Shull a nd Shull (1932) . They no ted that afte r pea seeds we r e soaked
for a certain interval of time , a n abrupt increase in the rate of water imbibition occured . They attributed this increased rate of water uptake to cavitations, or cracks , tha t developed within the cotyledon during soaking.

At this

time , the s ma ll a mount of natura l cracking that was occurring in snap bean
seeds was apparently unnoticed.

During the early 1950 ' s , however, coty-

l edona l cracking of snap beans was becoming a more serious production
problem.

It was during this same period of time that commercial canners

were demanding, a nd plant breeders were selec ting for, snap bean varieties
with a high degree of tenderness.

Ma ny new varieties were released for pro-

duction t hat were characterized by a m eaty , low-fiber pod wall and small seeds
that had a thinner , more tender seed coat (Moore , 1965b).

It should be

noted at this point that the results of the present study strongly indicates
that other , less. obvious differences were also incorporated into the newer
selections .
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With the developm ent of these newer va rieties , germina tion tests
freque ntly dropped be low a ccepta ble standar ds .

The Federal Seed Act of

1939 dec lared tha t a bea n seedling o f a germi nation tes t with less than 50
perc ent of the cotyledona l tiss ue r e ma ining intact was a bnorma l.

It was

nec essa ry , therefore, to include s uch seedlings with the non-germinable
calssifica tion.
In view of the reduction in germinability of many of the newer
va ri eties due to cotyledona l cra cking , the Fede ral Seed Act was revised
during the mid 1950 ' s .

The origina l 75 per c ent minimum germination

r equirem ent of the regula t ion wa

reduced to 70 perce nt for certain

vari eties in a n effort to allevia te the difficulty seedsmen were having in
supplying acceptable see d (Atkin , 19 57; Anonymous , 1963).

Since the

rules for seed tes ting consider a seedling norma l if 50 percent or more
of the co tyledona l tissue r em a ins on a n otherwis e norma l seedling , a
true e valua tion of the production potential of such a crop can not be made
just because it has exceeded the 70 pe rce nt or 75 percent germination requirem ent.
Atkin (1964) observed tha t a great economic loss may result
from removal of cotyledona l tissue from bean s eeds.

He noted that the

productivity of a bean plant wa s dire ctly rela ted to the a mount of coty ledona l tissue rema ining on the eme rging s eedling.

This observation

a greed with the earlier data. of Wa te r s (1960) who demonstrated that
whe n one-half of the cotyledonal tiss ue wa s r e moved from an emerging
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Contender bean seedling, the dry seed yield was only 50 percent of normal.
If 25 percent of the cotyledonal tissue rem a ined, the yield was only 5. 6

percent of normal . Other reports of s tunted growth, delayed flowering
a nd yield reductions hav e been noted from studies involving the remova l
of cotyledonrtl tissue at, or prior to , e mergenc e of the bean seedling (Moore ,
1964, McAlis ter . eta!., 19 51) .

However, when cotyledonal tissue was

removed as muc h a s 4 days a fter e m ergence, there was no apparent effect
upon plant development (McAl ister . eta!., 1951).

Varner (1963) con-

cluded that during the initia tion of germination in peas, some fa ctor (or
factors) moves from the axis tissues into the cotyledons and exerts a
grea t influence on their m etabolis m . One can speculate that when a bean
cotyledon cra cks, the vascula r system is severed a nd this certain factor
is prevented from ac tivating the cotyledon to nurture the de veloping seed ling.

Perhaps this is the reason why c hiorophyl often fails to develop in

the outer portion of a s everely crack ed cotyledon.
Ea r ly resea rch by Toole a nd Toole (195 1) as well as others (Atkin ,
1957; Anony mous, 1949) indicated that the use of la rger , more complex
harvesting mac hines a nd increased mechanization of processing wer e partly responsible for the increased injury tha t lowered germination.

Until

r a ther recently, this opinion was still held by the majority of s eeds m en
a nd r esearc hers invol ved. Recomm enda tions were s uggested for remodeling combines and processing equipm e nt to reduc e t he a mount of mechanical
injury. Some of the s ugges tions were : (a) use a s lower cylind er speed on
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the thres her ; (b) eliminate all long drops of the s eed during its flow through
t he ma c hinery ; (c) install rubber cus hioning on a ll metal surfaces where
poss ible ; a nd (d) handle the pa cka ged s eed carefully to avoid long drops.
The se pr ecautions decreas ed the am ount of injury somewhat , but did not
e li mina te it e ntirely a nd it s oon beca me appa r ent that other factors were also
r es pons ible for co tyl edona l c r a cking.
McCollum (1953) , working on the a ssumption that a factor other
t han mec ha ni ca l injury was involved in cr acking , treated different handha r ves ted varieties of snap bea n seed by s oa king them in water to simulate
conditions o f weathering. Seeds that wer e free of cracks prior to treatme nt
we r e cr a cked with various de grees of s everity a fter a period of soaking.
He conclude d that som e of the injury tha t had been attributed to mechanical
causes in the past was actua lly c a used by inte rnal forc es of the s e ed that
were mduced by a r a pid inhibition of water . More recently, the majority
of seeds m en and seed r e s ea rc h wor ke r s ha ve a greed that much of the cotyledonal c racking is a natura lly -oc curing phenomenon.

Anderson (1963)

obse rved that cotyledonal cra cking may occur on plants left standing in
the field to the extent that the beans a r e usele ss for seed purposes.

The

failure by those involved to r e cognize cotyledona l cracking earlier is unders tandable since it is difficult , if not impossible , to tell this injury from
ttu e mec ha nical injury. Ofte n a hand- threshed and a machine-threshed
s a m ple must be compared before one can be sure of the difference (Moore ,
1965a) .
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Cotyledonal cra cking is be li eved by ma ny , if not most , seedsmen and
seed researc h workers , to be induced by s ome kind or some combina tion of
moi s ture r ela tions within the seed.

McCollum (1953) observed that when

a crack-susceptible va riety was pla nted in s a nd with a moisture content of
1. 96 percent, 11 per cent of the seed cracked , while 65 percent of the seed
cra cked if the moisture content of t he s a nd was increa sed to 13. 59 pe rcent.
Atkin (1961) be lieves that cra cking can occur only after seed has dried to
10 percent moisture or less .

He furthe r contends that the seed must re-

a bsorb wa ter to ca use cra cking , but tha t this may even be accomplished in
an a tmosphere with a relative humidity of about 75 percent.
The necessity of rea bsorption of moisture to induce cracking is
supported by the work of Cla rk a nd Kline (1965).

They noted that seeds

having a mois ture decrease from 12. 5 pe rcent down to 6. 5 percent over
a pproxim ately 30 da ys had no significa nt increase in cracking over those
dropping to 11. 5 perc ent moistur e during the same pe riod.

This is an

indica tion that the degree of dryness in itself is not responsible for cracking.

Dr i er seed, however, is more s usceptible to mechanical inj ury a nd

m ay receive fractures in ha ndling.

These breaks could be confused with

natura lly-occurring cotyledona l cra cks (Atkin, 1957; Barriga, 1961).
The importance of ma intaining a higher moisture level as suggested
by Atkin (1961) is emphasized by the fact that White pea-beans are norm a lly harvested a nd stored a t 17 percent to 18 pe rcent moisture in ord e r
to prevent cra cking of the seed (Dexter, 1955).
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The e ffe ct that pre -i nhibition moi sture has upon the degree of
cotyledonal cra cking in snap bea n s eed has been demonstrated by McCollum
(1953) .

He reported that seed s tored a t 56 percent rela tive humidity had

a moi s tu re content of 11. 5 pe rcent a nd expressed the least cracking of a ny
mois ture le vel tested . Seeds stored a t 15 percent r elative humidity contained
5. 7 percent mois ture and during im bibition cra cked more than the seeds of any
other moi s ture level.
There is som e evidence that te mpera ture influences the s everity of
cotyledonal cra cking. McCollum (19 53) planted seeds of Rival variety of
snap bea ns in three chambers , ea ch containing sand a nd ma intained at 10,
20 a nd 30 C r espe ctively.

He concluded that cra cking was more severe when

sna p bean seeds imbibed wa ter a t the cooler temperatures.

This conclusion

is supported by Atkin 's (1961) r esearch . Cla rk and Kline (1965) demonstrated
that te mperature influences the degree of cracking only during the initial
period of imbibition.

Snap bea n seed samples were rolled into wet towe ls

a nd stored in a germina tor for 24 hours at 25 C.

Thereafter, the rolled

towels were left in the 25 C germ ina tor, but were soaked daily with 10 c ,
water until the germination period was complete d. The germination tests
were evalua ted and the cotyledon s were exa mined for cracks . It was concluded tha t while the cold water trea tment appear ed to reduce the germination
s lightly, t her e wa s no evidenc e that it increased the a mount of cotyledonal
cra cking.

Campbell (1966) , using mos tly newer , white-seeded varieties
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of snap bean seed, studied the influence of imbibition temperature on
cracking.

He was unable to show a higher degree of cracking at lower

imbibition temper tures.
Anderssen (1956) reported tha t te mperature during growth of the
bea n pla nt influenced s plitting in t.he seeds that were produced.

(It is

assumed that his seed-splitting is t he equivalent of cotyledona l cracking referred to in this invest igation . ) He observed that pla nts grown
under a constant temperature of 15 C produced no split seeds.

However,

if plants were grown at 27 C during t he day a nd 22 C during the night , 54

percent of the s eeds split ,

No splitting occurred if the plants were grown

in a " hot" r oom for 10 days a fter flowering a nd then moved to a "cold"
room.

Conversely, no splitting occurred when plants were grown in a

"cold " room for 23 days a nd then moved to a "hot" room . Andersen (19 56)
concluded that the sensitive period for inducing t he splitting is between 11
and 22 days after flowering.
Atkin (1961) has pointed out that earliness of maturity in s nap
beans and reduced cotyl edonal cracking are directly correla ted.

The

earlie r m atur ing varieties, he contends, a r e seldom subjected to the
greater moi s ture fluctuations that com monly occur in the field later in
the Fall.

This is in a greement with Green, eta!. (19 66) who reported

that in 3 years of study with s oybean seed, there was a definite tendency
for seed from later da tes of ha rvest to have more cotyledona l cracking.
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While research specialists have learned much about the indirect
causes of the cracking and mos t of the m agree it is caused by some
natural force s within the seed , they have been unable to agree upon the
specific mod e of a ction. In the present resea rch , several of the possible
causes ha ve been studied in a n effort to resol ve so me of the disagreement
concerning the cause or causes of cotyledona l cracking.
Before going into the various cotyledona l cracking investigations,
it should be em phasized that most of the s na p bean varieties studied in
this research a re newer tha n those used by ma ny of the early investigators.
For t his reason , inconsistenci es between the data of the following experiments and earlier studies should not nece ssarily be interpreted as
contra dic tory, but may be an expression of differences between the old and
newer varieties.
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CHAPTER I

CRACK INDEX CLASSIFICATION

Introduction
Seed from 12 vari eties of sna p beans was us ed in one or more of
the experiments in this thesis study . The objective of these experiments
was to correlate physiologica l and anatomical differences among varieties
to differences in their susceptibility to cotyledonal cracking.

The crack

index classificatio n experime nt was designed to expos e all 12 varieties of
snap beans to s imula ted weather conditions similar to those that commonly
occur during the harvest season. Their crack indices were then calculated
and a comparison of relative cotyledonal cracking susceptibility was made.

Literatur e r e view
McCollum (1953) and Anderson (1963) noted that snap bean
varieties showed marked differences in susceptibility to cracking.

Moore

(1963) and Atkin (1958) also contend that white-seeded varieties of beans
with seed coats that are highly permeable to water tend to crack more
easily. than the darker-seeded varieties that tend to restrict water uptake.
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Methods a nd materials
Fifty seeds each of 12 va rieties of snap beans were randomly sel ected from samples supplied by commerCia l seedm en ofldaho. The ·e xperime nt
wa s designed with five r eplica tions a nd 10 seeds of each variety tested
per replication. Each r eplica tion was tested on a different day to permit
more tim e for examining the individua l cotyledons.

The s eeds we re re-

moved from refrigerator stora ge and s oaked in covered4--l/2 X 41/ 2 inches
pla stic boxes containing 4 1/4 X 4 1/4 inchesKimpactissues sarurated
with 80 ml of water.

Ten seeds of ea ch variety wer e oriented on their

sides in e ach of t he boxes a nd stored for 24 hours in a Percival Model
PCC-78 growth chamber adjusted to 10 C.

The seeds were removed from

the 10 C chamber and driied in a forced-dra ft oven for 24 hours at 32 C.
They were then returned to the sandwic h boxes a nd soaked for 24 hours
at 25 C in a second growth chamber.

After this period of imbibition ,

the seed coats were r emoved a nd the cotyledons we r e examined and
evaluated for cracking severity.

They were classified by a 1 to 5

crack index as illustrated in Figure 1.

A crack index of 1 c lassified

cotyledons with only a slight crack; 2 for those with one definite crack;
3 for thos e with two definite cra cks ; 4 for those with three definite cracks ;
and 5 for cotyl edons having four or more cracks.
Since the seed had no t been grown a nd harvested under controlled
conditions , there was a possibili ty t hat some cotyl edonal cracking had
occurred prior to arriving in our la bora tory.

Forty randomly.;,s electei:l
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NORMAL

Figure 1. Examples of the five crack index classifications used to rate
cracking severity throughout the following experiments .
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unsoaked seeds of each of the 12 varieties were s lit along the dorsal
suture and the two cotyledons split apa rt.

The cotyledons were examined

and the cracking severity was scored using the 1 to 5 index system just
described .

Results a nd discussion
Table 1 lists the cotyledona l crack index aver a ges for the 12
variti es of snap beans studied in t he cotyl edona l cracking investigation.
A compa rison of their average crack indices and respective seed coat
colors indicates there is little or no correlation be tween seed coat color
a nd se verity of cracking.
Because there was ins ufficient time , it would have been impractica l to grow and harvest the s eed under controlled conditions to
obtain crack-free seed.

It is for thi s reason that commercially grown

seed lo ts were used in the experiments . The data of the first column of
Table 1 indicate ther e is a small difference in varietal relationships between the original and induced-crack indic es.

This difference can be

attributed to varia tions in pre-harvest weather conditions from one variety
to anothe r .

The l ength of tim e the unthreshed seed is left in the field

after maturity a nd differences in season of maturity could account for
muc h of this variation.

Table l.

Co1yl edonal cr acking index of 12 va rie ties of s nap bean s eed that we re used in the experiments
to follow. Column 1 lists the c r ack index of the seed as it arrived in the laboratory and column
2 lists the c r a ck indices a fter s imula ted weathering a t 25 C. The origina l aver a ges a r e based
on 80 cotyledons a nd the treated aver a ge on 100.

Varie!Y

Or i gina l
crack
index

Induced
crack
index

Seed
coa t
color

White Seeded Tender crop

0. 580

2. 580

white

T ende r white

0. 525

2. 240

white

Te ndercrop

0.033

1. 990

colored

Harveste r

0. 260

1. 875

whi te

Wa de Bush

0. 240

0. 980

colored

Ea rliwax

0. 035

0. 86 0

white

Top Crop

0. 191

0. 610

colored

Corbett Refuge e

0. 190

0.600

colored

Bountiful

0.015

0.470

colored

Kinghorn Wax

0. 050

0.460

white

Improved Higra de

0.000

0.2 80

white

Improved Landreth Stringle ss

0. 020

0.090

color ed

,....

"'
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Summary
Data of the crack index cla ssification indicate there is a difference
betwee n varieties in susceptibility to cotyledona l cracking. Campbell (1966)
studied several of the same va rieties a nd ob tained relative crack indices
which were in close agreem ent.

Thi s r ela tionship has also been observed

by Anderson (1963) . There is no cl ear evidence, however, that whiteseeded va rieties are more susceptible to cracking than those that are
colored.

It is true that White Seeded Tendercrop cracked more than any

of the other 11 var ieties tested.

However, Improved Hi grade, another

white-seeded variety, was one of the most resistant to cracking.
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CHAPTER II

RELATIONSIDP OF COTYLEDONAL CRACKING
TO POD-INITIATION SEQUENCE

Introduction
Early in the present investigation , it was suggested that cotyledonal
cracking may be c aused by a nutrient deficiency that occurred in certain
varieties during seed development. It was speculated that the deficiency
could occur during a short period when the nutrient is vital to the cotyledonal
structure. It seemed possible that a genetically controll ed inefficiency
of certain varieties to assimilate or trans locate nutrients that are vital in
developing strong cell structures could affect cotyl edonal cracking susceptibility.

Such a deficiency would probably have been most pronounced when

the plant was undergoing its most rapid development , such as during the
highest rate of flower formation or during pod initiation and seed development. It was believed that at this time the greatest a mount of a particular
nutrient would be needed.
This experiment was conducted to learn if the sequence of pod
initia tion a ffected the cracking severity of snap bean seed cotyledons.
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Liter a ture r eview
Sun (1956) reported that first flo wers of cucumber and bean pla nts
y ie lded more s eed and in mos t ca ses the s eed germinated better and gave
better developed , more producti ve pla nts t han those formed later.

Col-

lander (1941) r eported great diffe rences in the r elative amounts of
nutrients absorbed by va rious pla nt species. Snaydon and Bradshaw (1961)
have obs erved simila r diffe r e nces between popula tions within a species.
Mye rs (1960) suggested that ge ne tica lly controll ed differences exist in
the content of various el em ents within pla nts a nd in the physiological
proces s es involved in their uptake , tr a nsport a nd metabolism. Geraline,
e t al. (1961) have reported tha t the uptake of ca lcium , magnesium and
potassium by certa in single-crosses a nd inbreds of maize was genetically
c ontrolled . Roa a nd Stoke s (1963) have cited a n example of a genetically controlled calcium defici ency in tobacco .

They observed a high

degree of calcium defici ency in toba cco plants that we r e monosomic for
a c e r tain chromosome " H" .

Wei s s (1943) has shown that a single gene

controls the iron utilization effic iency of soybeans .
A unique experiment conducted by Anderssen'(l95(i)

s~ggested

that cotyledonal cracking wa s not r e lated to the nutrient uptake of snap
bean plants.

The above -ground portions of seve ral non-cracking lines of

beans we r e grafted onto the root s tocks of bean plants that were susceptible
to coty ledona l cracking.
for cr acking.

The s e eds we r e harve sted at maturity and tested

No cra cking of the co tyl edons wa s observed. Ande rs13 en
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designed the experiment to determine whether a virus was responsible for
cra cking.

He concluded tha t a virus wa s not responsibl e, but the results

at the same tim e s ugges ted tha t differe nce in root a bs orption a nd transloca tion are appa rently not involved .

Me thods a nd materia l s
During the summer of 1964 , a nandomi zed block experiment of six
r eplications was pla nted on the Roge rs Brothers Seed Research Farm near
Twin Falls, Ida ho.

Each r eplica tion c ons isted of four singl e-row plots,

15 feet in l ength, a nd each row represented one of four varieties that were
included in the experiment. These va rieties were: Earliwax which is
mode r a te ly crack-res istant a nd r ea ches ca nning stage in 56 days; Tendercrop , which is moder ately crack-susceptible and reaches canning stage
in 55 days ; Te nderwhite , which is crack-susceptible and reaches canning
stage in 60 days ; a nd Improved Higrade , which is crack-resistant and
r eaches canning stage in 60 days .

Te nde rcrop is a l a vender-mottle

colored seed a nd the other three va rieties a r e white.

Prior to blossom,

10 pla nts per plot were selected at random fo r the study and tagged for
identifica tion . A j ewelers string-tie tag with one of 21 differe nt colors
or shapes were looped over ea ch blo ssom on the day of a nthesis to
identi fy the seque nce of pod initia tion. Io this expe,riment, pod initia tion and a.nthes is were synonymous . All pla nts r eceived the same
coding sequence regardles s of the da te of first blossom. This coding
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wa s ba s ed upon the number of days a fter first blossom that a particular
b lossom occurred .

Ea ch pla nt was ta gged for 21 days following the first

blossom on that particular pla nt.

The first blossom of the experiment

wa s tagged on J uly 7 and tagging continued through August 15.

A record

wa s kept of the number of blossoms tha t were tagged on a particular
pla nt eac h day.

The pods were harves ted from the plants a fter they had

ma tured to the wrinkled stage and prior to comple te drying.

At this

stage of developme nt, the seeds were fully ma tured and loose in the pod.
The peduncl es wer e left attac hed to a void breaks in the pods . A record
was made of the coding on a ll pods ha rves ted.

This r ecord was later

com pa r ed to the tagging r ecord for e ach pla nt. In some instances , intertwining of plants caused errors in identifying a par ticular pod with the
correct pla nt. In eac h case where the da ily tagging r ecord did not a gree
with the harvested pod codes , the data for that ]Xlrticular plant we re removed from the experiment. This r esulted in a n unequal number of plants
between va r ieties in t he experimental data.

Check s a mples were shelled

from pods of the sam e developme ntal stage as the experimental pods
a nd used for moistur e checks throughout the experime nt. The coded
pods were plac ed in # 4 pa per bags a nd stored in a cool basement , a long
with the c heck samples , to avoid r a pid dry ing a nd to ma intain a s eed
moisture in excess of 10 percent. After 1 week in this storage, the
bags of experimental pods a nd check sa mples were sealed in metal cans
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containing a mmonium phosphate to ma intain a humid atmosphere and
tr a nsferred from Twin Falls , Ida ho to Utah State University, Logan.
The ba gs of pods were then removed from the cans and placed in 7 C
re frigera ted stora ge where proper humidity wa s m aintained by moistening
the floor of the stora ge a rea whenever the rela tive humidity was below
60 percent.

Moisture content of the check seed samples was tested at

l east ever y 7 days with a Steinlite moistur e tester.

During the 18 week

stora ge following harves t , the moisture content of the check samples
r a nged between 11 percent a nd 17 percent. The pods were frequently inspected for mold development and rea rra nged ins ide the bags which we re
l eft open for aer a tion.
Eighteen weeks a fter harvest, the experimental pods were assembled
into a r a ndomized-block wea thering experim ent. The experiment wa s made
up of seven replications of 24 pla nts each. Each replication consisted of
one pla nt per variety for each of the six fi eld replications , or a total of
six pla nts per variety . The seven weathe ring experiment replications
represented 7 of the 10 pla nts per field plot.

The remaining three plants

per plot were used in working out the wea thering technique or were r e served for periodical checks for cotyledonal cra cking in storage.

At no

tim e throughout the course of the experim ent we re cotyledonal cracks det ected in the experimental seeds prior to the wea thering treatment.
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Prior to simulated weathe ring , the pods for each replication
were transferred from the 7 C stora ge to a ventilated , constant-tempera ture room of 21 C where they dried for 7 days.

Then the pods were

removed from dry stora ge a nd prepa r ed for soaking. The pods from
one pla nt of eac h of the four va rieties r epres ented were placed in each
of six 3 1/2 X 7 1/2 X 11 inches crisper trays with double layers of
pape r toweling separ a ting the va rieti es.
the four varieties within the boxes w

The s e quence of layering for

r a ndomiz ed from one box to the

next. After all pods were properly pla ced in the boxes , distill ed water
pre-equilibra ted to 7 C wa s poured into the boxes until the water level
wa s r a ised to approxim a tely 1 inch above the pods .

The crisper trays

were immediately stored in a 7 C cold - room where the pods soaked for
8 hours.

Then the wa ter was s iphoned from the crisper trays and the

pods were transferred to the wire r a cks of a Percival Model PGC-78
growth chamber where they dried in t he oven a t 25 C for 7 days.
Check samples of unshelled beans that received the same treatment as the experimental pods were shelled and tested for moisture after
each trea tment by drying in a forced -dra ft oven for 48 hours at 100 C.
Table 2 lists the average moisture for each variety throughout the entire
weathering process and each replica tion of the experiment.
After drying , the seeds were shelled from the pods and planted in
me tal fia ts containing verniculite tha t had been saturated with water and

T~J • Ie

2.

Aver:J.ge seed moi stureo f seven check samples, one fr om e ach r eplica tion , for fou r stages
of si mula ted weathering in four va rieties of snap bean seeds .

Percent mois ture
Shell ed a nd s oaked
4 hours

Initia l

Soaked in pod
8 hours

E1rliwax

9 .8 0

11. 80

11.00

10.8 1

Improved Higra de

9 . 09

13.25

13. 71

10 .77

Tenderwhite

9 . 20

17 . 83

5 0. 26

10 . 84

Tendercrop

9 . 09

12 . 93

19 . 37

10 . 14

v . . netv

Dried
7 d tys

a Mois ture test taken from seed dried in pod only.

,
""
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allowed to drain and equilibrate for 2 hours prior to planting.

The flats

were pla c ed on a four deck wooden rack to germinate at 21 C :!:. 2 C.
for 7 days .

The r a ck was enc losed with polyethylene to reduce

evaporation and after the first day 225 ml of tap water was sprinkled
over the ver miculite of eac h fl at to maintaili adequate moisture for
germination.
At the end of the 7 day germination period, the cotyledons were
examined for cracks with the aid of jewelers glasses and scored for
cotyledonal cracking severity using the crack index system of classification previously described in Chapter I (Figure 1).

Results a nd discussion
An a nalysis of variance for a completely randomized design was
carried out for each of the four varieties.

Differences in cotyledonal

cracking as affected by day of pod initiation were significant at the 1 percent l evel for Improved Higrade (resistant) and Tenderwhite (susceptible),
but were insignificant for Earliwax (resistant) a nd Tendercrop (susceptible).
Greatest cracking occurred in seeds of Improved Higrade that formed
the 2nd a nd the 7th to 9th day after first pod initiation (Figure 3), and in seeds
of T enderwhite that form ed the 9th day after first pod initiation (Figure 4).
The cracking sensitivity patterns for the four varieties are compared in
Figure 6.

Although there appeared to he a peak in the cracking index

for Ea rliwax, it was insignifica nt in the a nalysis of variance .

This may
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Days after first pod set
Figure 2 . Relationship of cotyledonal cracking severity to number of pods set
during 1 day for Earliqax (resistant) snap beans . Day number 1 was
the time of first blossom (pod initiation) for each of the 25 plants per
variety .

aCrack index values multiplied by 10 for greater accuracy in graphing.
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during 1 day for Improved Higrade (resis tant) snap beans.
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during 1 day for Tenderwhite (susceptible) snap beans.
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Comparison of average crack indices for 25 plants each of four
va r Etie::> during a 21 day period .

aVariety A values multipli ed by 10 for greater accuracy in gr aphing.
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have been caused by the extr e m e ly low incidence of cracking even during
the peak period.

The crack index va lu es for Earliwax (Table 3) were so

s m a ll that a multiplica tion fa ctor of 10 wa s used to obtain values large
enough for graphing. Although a gradua l peaking of the cotyledonal cra cking index for Tendercrop occurred about the 15th day (Figure 5), then
de crea sed as the 21st day a pproa c hed , cra cking differences between days
were statistically insignificant for Tendercrop.

This insignificance may

have been c aused by the wide va ria tion in the degree of cracking between
pods initiated during the s a me day , or by the small number of pods that
were analyzed in the data for certa in days .
The cotyledonal cracking peaks for Improved Higrade and Tenderwhit e (Figures 3 and 4) were significa nt.

Greatest cracking occurred in

seeds of Improved Higra de and Te nderwhite about 7 and 12 days prior
to maximum pod initia tion.

This is an indication that cotyledonal crack-

ing i s not caused by a n increase in the number of pods formed within a
short period of time and subsequent metabolic stress.

If the cotyledonal

cracking and pod set rela tionship of Improved Higrade and Tenderwhite
(Figures 3 and 4) are studied , a n inverse r e lationship tendency can also
be seen.

The days of grea test pod set were ofte n the time when seeds

that cra cked least were initia ted .
It is interesting to note the small a mount of moisture that was

imbi bed in the s oa ked-in - pod treatment of all four varieties and in the
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Ta ble 3.

Average cra ck index for seed of four varieties of snap beans,
s tarting with fir s t pod set a nd continuing for 21 days

T enderwhite

Improved
Hi grade

1. 0000

1. 8150

0. 5000

0.0000

1. 407 5

1. 72 80

1. 3400

3

0.0000

3. 0000

1. 6067

1. 2200

4

0.0000

3. 0000

2.9330

0. 5000

5

0.0000

2. 207 5

2. 5075

0. 508 3

6

0.0000

1. 438 0

2. 1000

0. 1167

7

0.0000

1. 59 50

2. 3683

1. 3275

8

0.0000

1. 6140

3. 8750

0. 4880

9

0.0000

1. 8214

3. 5000

1. 2550

10

0.0000

1.. 7500

2. 5850

0.5025

11

0.02 81

1. 6267

3.6600

0.0000

12

0.0085

1. 47 88

2. 5483

0. 2513

13

o. 008 1

1. 5817

1.3388

0.0909

14

0.0206

2. 0455

3.2667

0.4655

15

0. 0113

1. 8000

1. 9329

0.2819

16

0.0000

2. 0000

2.6143

0.2633

17

0.0222

0.953 8

1. 6954

0.1450

18

0.0000

1. 62 80

1. 7511

0.3275

19

0.0000

1. 2410

1. 8843

0. 3688

20

0.0000

0. 4450

1. 0171

0.2250

21

0. 0000

1. 2543

1. 5167

0. 1215

Day

Earliwax

1

0.0000

2

Te ndercrop
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s helled a nd soaked tr ea tments of all ex cept Tenderwhite (Table 2).

When

the t echnique for inducing cotyledona l c r a c king was worked out prior
to t he actua l experim ent , mois ture change s within the s eed were not
m easured .

The soaking tim e and te mperatures were selected that

would induce s ome cracking in all va r i eties a nd at the same time would
not cr a ck a ll seeds of the more s us c eptibl e va rieties . This ba lance
was ne ces s ary to be abl e to mea s ure i ncrea s es or decreas es in the
a mount of cra cking.
The sma ll a mount of moisture change that induced cracking was
unexpected.

However , this ob serva tion is cons istent with those of

Atkin (1964) in which he obs er ved tha t even changes in relative humidity
could induce cotyledona l cra cking. Although da ta is not presented, it is
of inter est to note that when check s a mples of seeds tha t were stored at
12 perc ent moisture we r e soa ked and dried just as the experimental samples ,
no cra cking occurred. This al s o supports the claim of Atkin ( 1964) and
McCollum (1953) t hat co tyledona l cra cking is grea tly e nhanc ed when there
is less than 10 percent moisture in the s eed prior to imbibition.

Summa ry
There is little e vidence from this investigation that indicates
m etabolic stres s e s of the growing pla nt a r e r esponsible for cotyledonal
c r a cking.

While there wa s a s ignificant diffe r e nce in cracking between

days tha t pods were initia ted for two of the four va rie ties, the difference
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did not appea r to be correla ted to cracking susceptibility.

One variety

that showed a significa nt diffe r ence was susceptibl e to cracking, while
the other wa s resistant. lf a me ta bolic stress , resulting from the plant's
increa sed nutrient requirement for pod initia tion, is responsible for cotyl edona l cracking, the stress appa rently affects the cotyledon a few days
a fter initiation of the pod in which it is contained.

Or, an increase in

cracking severity is inversely rela ted to a n increase in the number of
pods set during a single day a nd cra cking is actually reduced in cotyledons
initiated during periods of grea ter plant stress.

It appea rs unlikely

that such a stress is solely responsible for cracking, since a crackresistant, as well as a susceptible va riety , expresses similar pod
initiation and cotyledona l cracking relationships.

The possibility re-

mains , however, that such a stress could enhance the cracking of the
susceptibl e variety that also has other weaknesses for cotyledonal cracking.

Perhaps the crack-resistant variety that did not possess any of

these additional weaknesses would not crack as a result of pod initiation
stress .
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CHAPTER III

EFFECT OF THE POD UPON COTYLEDONAL CRACKING

Introduc tion
Cotyledonal cr a cking commonly occurs in the field while the seed
is still in the pod.

Even s a mpl es of seed that a ppear to develop cra cks

a fter harvesting may have been predisposed to cra cking while they were
in the pod.

It seemed possible that va rietal differences in cotyledonal

cra ck-susceptibility of snap beans could be ca used by differences in their
pods.

The present experiment was conducted to learn if the bean pod

is responsible for cracking resistance in certain varieties.

Literature review
Recent evidence by Puhka lbskaya (1964) indicated that the fiber
structure of the inner pod parchment layer ha s an important effect upon
the :ra te of water penetration a nd upon the a mount of seed cracking.

She

believes that new varieties should be selec ted that have fibers with
thick cell walls if we are to reduce the incide nce of cotyledonal cracking.

Selection of va rietie that have thicker fiber cell: walls would, however,

be in direct opposition to the desires of the commerical canners who de mand
a green bea n with

tremely low fiber content. On the other hand , Hoffman

and Kanapaux (1952) reported that w1.te r loss from 10 varieties of green
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bea n pods a t c.mning suge s howed no rela tion s hip between dry matte r or
crude fi ber of the pod and
ledonal cra cking

1ter loss.

s usceptibilit~

Their results suggested tha t coty-

would not be rela ted to differences in pod

per mea bi lity .

Me thods a nd ma teria l s
Twenty plan ts of e · c h of four varieties were r a ndomly selected from
the pod initia tion sequence plo ts of Chapter II. The pods were removed as
they beg-a n to wrinkle a nd were s tored a long with the pods of the pod
initia.tion sequence experim ent to ma intain the m a t the s a me moisture l evel.
T he n the seed fr om 10 plants wa

s helled from the pods a nd s oaked.

The

s a.me procedure wa s fo llowed a s fo r the uns hell ed seed of Chapter II, except
the soa king tim e

s decrea sed to 4 hours for the s he lled seed. The pods

from t he other 10 pla nts were also soaked for 4 hours . The pods and seeds
we re removed from the water fter s oa king a nd dried , then the seeds were
germi nated by the sa me procedure as used in Chapter II. Oven-dry moisture
tests were made from check s a mples of shelled and soaked seed that was
s a mpl ed before a nd a fter the 4 hour s oaking interval.

These moisture

val ues are listed in Table 2. After t he seedlings e merged , the cotyl edons
were examined for cra cks a nd t he crack indices r ecorded.

The average

cra ck ind ex for the 4 hour s oa ked in pod a nd for the shelled and soaked seed
wer e compared to the a vera ge cra ck index for the seed from the 25 plants
per v-triety of Cha pter IJ t hat were s oaked in the pod for 8 hours.
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Resul ts a nd discuss ion
T ble 4 lists the cra ck inde a vera ges for the four varieties of
eed t ha t were compa red.

The S;i.me va r i etal rela tionship to crack-sus -

ceptibility was observed in the s helled and wea thered seed as in the seed
wea thered in the pod.

The pod obviously retards cotyl edona l cracking a s

is evidenced by a cr a ck index of the 4 hour s he ll ed and soaked seed that
is much grea ter than for the 4 hour s oaked in pod samples.
There appea rs to be littl e or no varietal difference s in the effect
of the pod upon cra cking of the cotyledons . If the pod is r espons ible
for the cotyledonal cracking resis tance of Earliwax and Improved Higrade
the seeds of these va rieties s hould crack considerably more when shell ed
a nd weathered. While the cra cking index for s helled seeds of Earliwax
was s li ghtly higher , the significa nce is doubtful because of the extremely
s mall a mount of cracking from e ither treatment.
No theory ca n be offered to expla in why the shelled seeds of Te ndercrop a nd Tende rwhite imbibed more water, yet were cracked l ess
severely than the seeds soaked in the pods .

When seeds of Earliwax and

Improved Higrade are dr ied to a low moistur e, they hav.e· a tendency toward ha rd - seededness.

However , t hey appear to imbibe water normally

a t a moisture l evel grea t er than 11 percent.
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Ta ble 4.

A compa rison of a vera ge cra ck indices among seed samples from
four va rieties of sna p bea n s eeds weathered in the pod and out of
the pod

Variet;)::

Wea thered
in pod
8 hr 3

Wea thered
in pod
4 hrb

Shell ed and
weathered
4 hrb

Tenderwhite

2.9580

0.5 146

2. 2068

Tendercrop

1. 6635

0.6850

1. 2105

Improved Higra de

0.3720

0. 0571

0.0944

Ea rliwax

0.013 1

0.0145

0. 0190

a 8 hour soak.
b 4 hour soak.
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Summary
The experimental results indicate that the pod is not responsible
for var ietal differences in crack-susceptibility.

This does not, however ,

imply that the pod does not have a protective effect against cracking of the
cotyledon. Even with the varieties that are highly susceptible to cracking,
a reduction in cracking was noted when the seed was weathered in the pod
rather than shelled and weathered.

Varietal r e lationships to cotyledonal

crack-susceptibility were the s a me whether the seed was weathered in the
pod or shelled and then wea thered .
on all varieties.

The pod had a similar protective effect
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CHAPTER IV

SEED COAT PERMEABILITY COMPARISONS

Introduction
This pa rt of the cotyledonal cra cking investigation was organized
on the premise that the cracking was ca used by a rapid influx of water into
the seed. It seemed logica l tha t if rapid water uptake caused cracking in
s usceptible varieties, some kind of ba rrier must be present in resistant
varieties to retard the incoming water .

Furthermore, it seemed reason-

able to assume tha t differences in seed coat permeability could be involved.
The present experiment wa s designed to investigate the possible differences
in seed coat permeability between cotyledonal crack-resistant and cracksusceptibl e varieties.

Litera ture review
Powrie et al (1960) noted that navy bean seed coats have a high
capacity for water (76 . 6 percent) and suggested the possibility that water
migrates through the seed coa t and hydra tes the cotyledonal tissue . MeCollum (1953) stated that susceptibility to cracking is associated with seed
coat permeability and rapid imbibition of water.

He suggested that a rapid

rate of water uptake a pparently cuased differential swelling of the cotyledons
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that induced cracking. As previously cited Moore (1963) and Atkin (1958)
contend that white-seeded bea n varieties have seed coats that a r e highly
permeabl e to wa ter a nd tend to have more severely cracked cotyledons
than the darker-seeded varieti es tha t tend to restrict water uptake .
Kannenberg and Allard (19 64) have noted that white-seeded varieties of
lima bea n (a ) gain and lose water more rapidly; (b) ar e more easily
damaged; (c) germ ina te more r apidly; and (d) are inferior in emergence
to colored-seeded varieties .

They further contend that the most strik-

ing difference between the two types is the markedly lower lignin content
of the whites . Differences in lignin content is believed to be involved
with mos t of the above characteristics .
Shull (191 3) contends tha t the outer layer of the testa cannot
function as a semi-perm eable me mbrane. The inner layer of cells or
a leuron , and the parenchyma cells of the seed coat, however, do possess
osmotic properties .

He also believes that the a l eurone layer possesses

the greater osmotic property.

These differences in osmotic potential

between the various layers of the seed coat could possibly explain the
t heory that water movement through the s eed coat must be initiated from
the inside (Brown , 19 31) . Once water has saturated the seed coat internally, perhaps the n and only then ca n capillary action move the water from
outside in through the seed coat.
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Data presented by Denny (1917b) indicated that lipoids , tannins,
a nd pectic substances were fa ctors in determining permeability of seed
coats.

When som e of the tannins and lipoids were extracted by a hot

water trea tment, permeability of pea nut a nd a lmond seed coats were increased by as much as 500 percent.

Ott a nd Ball (1943) concluded that

the polyuronide and pentosa n content of dried bean seed coats was involved in the retention of water.

It ca n be theorized that a deficiency

of one or more of these seed coat constituents could be at least partially responsible for differences in the rate of water movement through
the seed coats.
Watson (1948) studied legu minous seeds of the Trifoliae and
Loteae tribes.

He noted a grea t variation in structure and chemical nature

of the seed coats investigated.

There was sufficient suberized, cuticu-

l arized sub-cuticular and malpighian thickening observed in each species
of all those studied to cause a high general rate of impermeability . It
was concluded, however, that there was no structural feature causing
imp ermeability that was present in a ll impermeable and in none of the
permeable seeds.

This conclusion confirmed an earlier investigation by

Coe and Martin (1920).

In a study of sweet clover testae, they observed

that absorption of water was not prevented by either the cuticularized
layer or the structures of the malpighian layer, but by the light line.
The li ght. lines of the impermeable testae were usually broader. the
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malpighian cells were thicker below the light line, and the cavities in the
malpighia n cells were sma ller.

Only a n occa siona l canal crossed the

light line in impermea bl e testae . Steinswat (1966) reported no structural
differences between the testa e of permeabl e and imper meable lima bean
seeds (Phaseolus lwm tus).

Methods and materials
A comparison of the rates of water movement through the seed
coats of different varieties of sna p bea ns was attempted with a seed coat
p er meability apparatus designed after the model specifications used by
Denny (1917b).

In Denny's model , the seed coat served as a semi-per-

m eabl e membrane be tween distilled water a nd a sucrose solution.

As

water moved into the sucrose , the increase in volume was measured by
means of a capillary tube attached to the sucrose reservoir.

In pre-

liminary tests using 6 mm diameter sections cut from the center area of
each side of the seed coat, reproducible results were not obtainable with
Denny 's model.

This may have been caused by inadequate temperature

control and an air lock that always developed within the system.

Because

of the small area involved , it was decided that a more sensitive model
was needed . At the suggestion of Weihe (1965), the refractometric method
(Gaff and Carr, 1964) was used to measure water movement by the resulting changes in concentration of a sucrose solution.

The Denny apparatus

a nd procedure have been modified to reduce the variables encountered with
the original apparatus.
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The permeability a ppar a tus wa s constructed of acrylic plexigla ss
with an over-a ll diameter of 62 mm . Sections 1 and 3 are 13 mm thick
a nd section 2 is 3. 5 mm thick (Figure 7) . Circula r grooves were machined
into each section a nd rubber

"0" rings inserted

to seal the system .

dia meters of the "0" r in gs in sec tions 1, 2 , a nd 3 a r e 9. 5 mm
and 22 . 0 mm , respectively.

Inside

5. 0 mm

A 6 mm hol e wa s drilled in the upper surfac e

of section 1 to form a chamber for the s ucrose solution.

Slight depressions

were machined into t he lower sur! ce of section 3 a nd connectors made of
a crylic pl exiglass tubing were in serted and cemented.

The intake tubing

wa s attached to the c enter connector "B" a nd the discharge tubes we r e
attached to the two outside connectors "C" and "D". The three sections
o f the permeability apparatus were held together by three 5 mm screws.
A micros cope slide was placed over the sucrose chamber to reduce evaporation.
The complete permea bility testing system consisted of the permeability appar a tus, a Braun Thermomix II constant temperature circulating pump
water bath , and an America n Optical ABBE-3L refractometer (Figure 8).
Glass distilled water, main tained a t 25 C 2:. 1 C was circulated through the
system a t the rate of 400 ml per minute .
Seed coats of 12 varieties of snap beans were tested for differenc e s
in per meability.

A completely randomized block design consisting of three

replica tions was used.

Mea ns we re compared a ccording to Dunca n (19 55).
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D

Figure 7. Seed·coat permeability testing apparatus . Upper figure illustrates
assembled apparatus (actual size). Lower figure is an exploded
cross-sec tion of apparatus illustrating A) sucrose chamber:
B) wate r inle t connector ; C and D) water discharge connectors ;
a nd E ) seed coat c ha mb r .
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Figure 8. Permeability testing apparatus ready for operation.
A constant temperature circulating pump at right. circulates
water through the permeability block and the refractometer
at left.
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Three seeds of eac h variety were r ndomly selected a nd placed on a s ingle
layer of Kimpa k a nd soaked in 50 ml of gla ss distilled water in a 4 x 4
inches pla stic bo .

The boxes we re then pla ced in a Percival Model PGC-

78 growth c ha mber ma intained a t 25 C ::_ 2 C for 12 hours .

The seed coats

were ca refully removed a nd a 6 mm dia meter section was cut from the
center area of ea ch s ide with a cork-bo r er.

The sections were dried be-

tween blotters to fl tten and stored a t roo m conditions for future testing.
Ea ch replica tion wa s preceeded by a test with dialysis membrane
to determine the a mount of va riability that could be a ttributed to the apparatus or to experimental error . Aluminum foil discs were a lso tested
to determine if there were leaks in the system that would cause erroneous
measurements.
sured.

A 25 percent (:!:_ 0. 25 percent) s ucrose solution was mea.-

The 5 and 20 minute inte rva l removal s served to stabilize the rate

of water movem ent through the membrane; only the average of the three 40
minute interval s was includ ed in the final data.

After each 40 minute inter -

val an aliquot of s ucrose was take n from the chamber for tes ting and absorbent
paper was used to remove the remainin g solution before a fresh aliquot was
a dded .

Results a nd discussion
An a na lys is of variance for a completely randomized design
(Snedecor , 1956) indica ted a s ignfica nt difference in seed coat perm C'ability between va rieties .t the 1 pe rcent level of signficance.
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Differences between replications within a variety were no t significant.
The permea bility m eans for ea ch of the 12 varieties were compared by
Dunca n 's (1955) multiple r a nge test to find which differences in seed coat
permea bility were signific a nt.

Ta ble 5 lists the permeability value and seed

coa t color fo r each of the 12 va rieties a nd Dunca n's (1955) comparison of
m eans is dia gra mmed.

With the exception of Corbett Refugee variety, all

of the colored seed coa ts were l ess pe rmeabl e than the white ones.

The

fourth column lists the rela tive cotyledona l cracking susceptibility of the
12 va rie ties a nd i s ba sed upon the cracking index study summarized in Table
1.

Interesti ngly, Tenderwhite a nd Improved Higrade have the most permeable

seed coats , yet Tenderwhite is highly susceptible , while Improved Higrade
is highly resista nt to cracking.

Conversely, Tendercrop a nd Improved

Landre th Stringless have the lea st permeable seed coats, but Tendercrop
is quite susceptible to cracking a nd Improved Landreth Stringless is highly
resistant.
It was concluded from this experiment that no correlation exists

between seed coat permeability a nd cotyledonal crack-susceptibility.
These results do support previous c laims of other investigators that the
white see coa ts of lima a nd sna p bea ns a re more permeabl e to water than
the colored (Atkin , 1958, Kannenberg a nd Allard, 1964; Moore, 1963).
Corbett Refugee va riety presents one exception to this pattern of seed coat
permea bility.

The s eed coa t of this variety, as previously pointed out , is

Tabl e 5.

Compa rison of seed coa t permeability and s eed coa t color in 12 varieties of sna p b eans.

Variety____
Te nder white

mg wate r /
mm 2 / houra
1. 8243

Improved Higrade

Duncan's (1955) comparison of mea nsb *

Seed coa t
color
white

Cracking
r es istance
low

1. 3091

white

high

Corbe tt Refugee

1. 2786

colored

mode r a t e

Kinghorn Wax

1. 0900

white

mode r a t e

Harveste r

0.9857

white

low

White Seeded Tendercrop

0. 9714

white

low

Earliwax

0. 8971

white

high

Wade Bush

0.8914

colored

modera te

Top Crop

0.852 3

colored

moderate

Bountiful

0.8328

colored

modera t e

Tendercrop

0. 8128

colored

low

Improved Landreth Stringless

0.7828

colored

high

Dialysis (control)
3. 1419
a Average of three replications selected on basis of random samples (Snedecor , 1965).
b :Any two means bracketed by the same line are significantly different. Any two mea ns not bracketed by
the same line are not significantly different.
* Significant at 5 percent probability.

...
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significa ntly more permea ble to wa ter than the seed coats of the other colored
seed va rieties.

Perha ps it is significa nt that the pedigrees of at least three

of the more permeable white-seeded va rieties may be traced back to Corbett
Re fugee parentage.
In about 1930 , Corbett Refugee originated as a mosiac -resistant
selection from a field of Refugee sna p beans that was serious ly infected
with common bean mosa ic.

During the subsequent years, this selection by

Ralph Corbett wa s used by m a ny bea n breeders as a source of mosaic
resistance .

It see ms poss ible that the character of increased seed coat

permeability , as well as mosa ic resistance, could have been inherited
in the newer va rieties .
The permea bility values of the s nap bean seed coats in this investigation were compara ble to the permeability values of several of the seed
coats studied by Denny (1917a) .

He observed that water moved into a

0. 5 M (approximately 13 percent) sucrose solution through peanut testae
at the rate of from 1.4418 to 2. 0596 mg/mm 2 / hour.

Water moved into a

saturated s ucrose solution through a n a lmond testa at the rate of 0. 8922 mg/
mm 2/ hour a nd through a squash seed testa at the rate of from 0. 5664 to
2
0. 7899 mg/mm / hour.

These values are comparable to the permeability

range of 0. 7828 to 1. 8243 mg/mm 2/ hour recorded in this experiment.
It had been suggested by Da inty and Ginzburg (1964) that insuf-

ficient mixing of the sucrose solution may

have~

r esulted in the formation

of a more dilute layer immediately a dj a cent to the seed coat , with a
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conseque nt d ecrease in osmotic pressure.

In Table 6 , t he 40 minute

refractometric rea dings have been compa red to those for 20 minute s.
The 20 minute r ea dings were totaled for the 12 varie ties and compared to
the a verage of the three 40 minute inte rva ls for a ll 12 varieties.

It was

found that the a verage for the 40 minute intervals was slightly more than
twic e the va lue of the 20 minute intervals.

This suggests tha t the osmotic

gradie nt was not a ffec ted greatly by the sur lice dilution.
It is apparent, however , that after the sucrose within the chamber

had been diluted s ufficie ntly , a r eduction of the osmatic gradient caused a
d ecrease in t he rate of wa te r move m e nt through the seed coat.

A curve

plotted to de ter mine the a mount of error caused by this dilution is s hown
in Figure 9.

The straight line r epresents the rate of wa ter move m e nt through

a single thickne ss dia lysis m e mbrane with the 10 minute dilution rate ex tended for a theoretical 90 minutes.

The curved line represents the actual

a mount of water that moved through a single thicknes s dialysis m e mbrane
after 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 , 80 a nd 90 minute interval s of continuous
running.

The curve indicates that the pe rm eability r ate was not greatly

a ffecte d until approxima tely 1. 75000 mg/mm 2 of wa te r had diluted the 0. 2
ml of sucrose within the chamber.
2

Since the dilution did not exceed 1. 2502

m g/ mm during a ny of the tests, the error due to sucrose dilution is believed

to be negligibl e.

Table· 6.

Average permeability a t 25 C for three seed coats each of 12 varieties of sna p beans . The diluted sucrose solution was r emoved from the chamber between eac h time interval and the
refractive index was determined . Only the three 40 minute interva l s were aver a ged a nd ineluded in the comparative permeability data.

Varie!l
Bount iful

5 minutes
0. 2753

mg water/ mm2 seed coat
20 minutes
40 minutes
40 minutes
0. 2951
0.5163
0.5163

Corbe tt Refugee

0.4718

0.3392

0. 8257

0. 8452

0.8650

Earliwax

0.9436

0.. 3244

0. 5897

0.6193

0. 619 3

Harvester

0.2563

0. 5111

0.7077

0.6290

0. 6290

Improved Higrade

0. 2359

0.3695

0. 7864

0. 8649

0.8257

Kinghorn Wax

0.4423

0. 3145

0. 6880

0. 7469

0.7274

Landreth Stringless

0. 2359

0. 2516

0. 5307

0. 5307

0. 4875

Tendercrop

0.3734

0. 2064

0. 5307

0.5505

0. 5307

Tenderwhite

0. 3931

0. 4521

1. 1795

1. 2502

1. 1991

Top Crop

0.3538

0.2949

0. 5505

0. 5741

0. 5741

Wade Bush

0. 3736

0. 2949

0. 5741

0. 5897

0.6094

White Seeded Tend ercropO. 1967
X
0.3794

0.2556
0. 2606

0. 6487
0. 5419

0. 6487
0.5577

0.6290
0. 5524

5 min .
0.3557

10 min.
0.5336

20 min.
1. 0671

20 min.
1. 0078

20 min.
1. 0671

Dia lysis (control)

40 minutes
0.5897

"'"'
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0

= Sucrose dilution rate through dialysis me mbr ane.

e

= Projection of 10 minute dilution rate.
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Time in minutes
Figure 9.

Sucrose dilution curve . Based upon single thiclmess dialysis membrane
and 25 percent sucrose solution at 25 C.
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Summary
Res ults of this experiment do not support the theory that differences
in seed coa t permea bility a re directly rela ted to cotyledona l cracking susceptibility.

While the seed coa t of white-seeded crack susceptibl e

Tenderwhite was considerably more permeable than the other varieties and
characterized by cotyledona l cra cking susceptibility , colored-seeded Tendercrop had a seed coat with a mu ch lower rate of permeability, yet is cracked
nearly as readily as Tenderwhite . On the other hand, the seed coat of
Improved Hi grade wa s more permea ble tha n most of the other varieties ,
but the cotyledons were highly res istant to cra cking.
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CHAPTER V

RATE OF IMBIBITION AND DR YING STUDY

Int r oduction
T he experim ental r esults of Chapter IV indic ated there was little
r ela tions hip between s eed coa t perm eability a nd cotyledonal cracking.
However, the effect that seed coa t p ermeability had upon the a ctual
imbibition r a te of intact seeds was unknown.

This experiment was con-

ducted to learn if there was a r ela tions hip be twe en the rate of imbibition
and coty le dona l cracking su sceptibility .

Lite r a tur e r eview
Sever a l inves ti gators have s uggested a close correlation be tween
r a te of imbibition and drying of lima a nd s nap bean s eeds to cotyl edona l
cra ck ing (Mc Collum , 19 53; Atkin, 1958; Powri e, eta!. , 1960 ; Moore,
1963; Kanne nber g and Alla rd , 1964).

Atkin (1964) observed that cra cking

m ay occur as the res ult of a s udden cha nge in r ela tive humidity wher e no
free wate r is a ctua lly involved.

Stiles (1949) studied the water r ela tions

of lima b eans (Phaseolus luna tur) , s carle t runne r bea n (Phaseolus cocs ines) , s na p bean (Phas eolus vul gar is), a nd s oybean (Glycine max) .
He noted that (a) cotyl edons are not a ctive water -abs orbing structures ,
but do act as water reser vo irs ; (b) va rious bean seeds differ in total
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amount of water absorbed a nd in rate of a bsorption; a nd (c) seeds appa rently pos sess s light degrees of a da ptation to germination in m e sic ,
hydric and xeric conditions . Ma rsha ll (1966) reported distinct diffe r ences
betwee n pea varieties in the ir capacity fo r a bsorbing wa ter.

He has

a ttributed this to differences in a my lose c ontent of the starch granules .

Methods a nd m ateria l s
Seeds of va rieties of s na p bean seeds representing various degrees
of cotyledonal cra cking s usceptibility were sele cted for the experiment.
Seeds were sel ect ed a t r andom a nd exami ned for seed coat breaks with the
a id of a dissec ting microscope until 15 good seeds of each variety were
obtained.

Ea ch seed was identified by a s m a ll number marked on the tip

with india ink.

The seeds were weighed to the nearest one-thousandth of

a gram on a continuous read-out micro-ba la nce and the fresh weights were
recorded . All weights for the experim ent were made on the same microbala nc e .

Seeds of the six varieties were divided into three replications

of five seeds eac h.

The replications were started on three consecutive

days.
Kimpak tissues were placed in six plastic boxes 1 X 4 1/ 2 X 4 1/2
inc hes squa re.

The Kimpak was soaked with 50 ml of distilled water and

the lids were closed.

The boxes were placed in the Percival growth

chamber opera ting a t 25 C to equilibrate for 1 hour.

Five seeds pe r

va riety were placed on their sides in each of the six boxes.

Individual
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were weighed a fter imbibing water for 2 , 4, 6 , 8, 10 and 18 hours a nd
the weights r ecorded.

The seeds were re mo ved from the Kimpak after

18 hours and pla ced in a nothe r s ix plas tic boxes containing dry Kimpak
tissues.

Paper towels wer e cut into s qua r es and saturated with dis-

tilled water .

Two squa res of toweling were pla ced over the soaked seed

in e ach of the dry boxes.

The s oaked toweling prevented excessively

rapid drying a nd a consequent high inc idence of seed coa t rupturing.
The lids were left off a nd the boxes r eturned to the 25 C growth chamber
for drying of the seed.

During the dry ing period, the seeds were weighed

a t 2, 4, 6, 8 , 10, 12 , 24 a nd 51 hour interva l s and the weights recorded .
The seed coat of each seed

W'd.S

examined with the a id of a dissecting

microscope a nd given a cra ck index of 1 if it contained minute cracks,
up to a n index of 5 for severe cracks .

The seed coats were removed a nd

each cotyl edon was examined under the dissecting mic roscope and the
severi ty of crack ing was classified with a 1 to 5 rating as described in
Cha pter l.. The seeds were fina lly placed in a forced -draft oven a nd
dried a t 100 C for 48 hours to obtain an oven-dry weight for use in
calculating moisture percentages.
The r esults were a na lyzed by a fa ctorial analysis of variance
(Snedecor , 1956) to determine if there were differences in the rate of
imbibition a nd drying between varieties or interactions between varieties
and time periods.
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Results and discussion
A significant difference in the rate of imbibition and drying was
found a t the 1 percent level of s ignificance between varieties; time intervals and va rieties; and time interva l interactions.
parison is illustrated in Figure 10.

A graphical com-

The imbibition and drying curve for

Landreth Stringless was obviously different than for the other varieties ,
but a Dunca n's (1955) comparison of means was made to determine if there
were other differences .

Comparisons were made for each time interval

of imbibition a nd drying, but Improved Landreth Stringless was the only
variety with a significantly different rate of change at time intervals
other than the 10 and 18 hour imbibition and 2 hour drying.

These com-

parisons are listed in Table 7 at the 1 percent and 5 percent l evel of
significance .

The colored-seeded Improved Landreth Stringless and

Tendercrop expressed the slowest rate of imbibition and at the 18 hour
interval both were significantly different than the white-seeded Earliwax
a nd Improved Higrade at the 5 percent level.

Improved Landreth Stringless

a nd Tendercrop were significantly different than Improved Higrade at the
10 a nd 18 hour imbibition and the 2 hour drying intervals .

The imbibition

and drying rate of the colored-seeded Corbett Refugee was not significantly
different than Earliwax or Improved Higrade in any comparison.
Table 8 lists the initial , 18 hour imbibition , and 24 hour drying
moisture for a ll 15 seeds of each of the six varieties tested.

The 18
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Figure 10.

Rate of inhibition and drying comparison for seeds of six snap bean varieties.
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Table 7.

Duncan's (1955) Testa comparing means for percent moisture
within seeds of six different varieties of snap beans during
imbibition and drying at 25 C

IH

EW

CR

WT

TC

LS

10 hr. imbibition

78 .48

69 .30

72 . 83

65.85

60 .29

21. 52

18 hr. imbibition

105.20

103 . 60

94.90

85.30

79.30

41.30

8 1. 17

79. 16

70.64

62.38

59.59

10 hr. imbibition

78.48

69.30

72.83

65.85

60.29

21. 52

18 hr. imbibition

105.20

103.60

94. 90

85. 30

79 . 30

41.30

81. 17

79. 16

70. 64*

62.38

59 . 59

33.06

2 hr. dry

2 hr. dry

••

•

••
••

33.06

a Any two me ans underscored by the same line are signficantly different.
Any two means not underscored by the same line are not significantly
diffe r ent.
*Significant at 5 percent probability.
**Si gnificant at 1 percent proba bility.
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CR - Co vbett Refugee
EW- Earliwax
IH - Improved Higr ade
LS - Improved Landreth Stringless
TC - Tendercrop
WT- White Seeded Tendercrop

Lettering code for the varieties in Table 7

Table 8.

Com parison of imbibition and drying rates at 25 C for 15 seeds each of 6 varieties of snap bean
seeds and their relationship to cotyledonal cracking.

Va rie!.J!:
Corbett Refugee

Percent moisture
18 hours
24 hours
Imbibition
drying
158.94
9.72

number
1

Initial
10. 17

2

10.83

138.90

3

10.40

4

Crack index
seed coa t
4

Co!.J!:ledon
0-0

9.26

3

0- 0

119.28

10. 59

5

1-1

8. 77

29.59

10.28

0

0- 0

5

9. 37

124.0 1

8.84

4

0-0

6

6.97

67.51

10.54

0

0-0

7

14.98

133.64

15.30

0

0- 0

8

10.21

52.38

12.74

0

0- 0

9

10.66

108 . 66

10. 45

1

2-2

10

10.57

89.78

12 . 64

0

0- 0

11

11.06

96 . 73

12.50

1

0-0

12

10.92

130.34

9.53

1

0- 0

13

12.60

13.84

12 . 91

0

0-0

14

10. 44

68 . 82

14. 39

0

0-2

10. 88
10.59

91.66
94.94

12. 08
11.45

2

0-0

15

x

a>

""

Table 8.

Varie !,y
Earliwax

Continued.
Percent moisture
18 hours
24 hours
imbibition
drying

Seed
number
1

Initial

Seed coat

Cotyledon

11. 18

96. 16

9.55

0

0-0

2

10. 78

82.37

13.15

0

0-0

3

11. 14

128.66

12.27

5

0-0

4

10. 17

90 . 23

11.22

0

0-0

5

10.80

91. 32

11.86

0

0-0

6

10.94

78. 23

15.97

0

0-0

7

10.64

87.40

14.5 1

0

0-0

8

10.98

106.90

14.54

0

0-0

9

12. 11

160.90

10. 88

5

1-0

10

10.80

52. 72

15.79

0

0-0

11

11.55

111. 14

11.35

3

0-2

12

11.21

105.06

13 . 46

2

0-0

13

11. 36

119. 07

14.57

0

0-0

14

12. 15

130.65

13.54

0

2-2

12.74

1

0-0

15
X

11. 53
11. 16

112. 52
103. 56

13 . 03

"'"'

Table 8.

Continued

Seed
Varie ty
number
Improved Higrade
1

Initial
7. 11

Percent moisture
18 hours
24 hours
imbibition
d!]::ing
91. 14
8. 37

Seed coat
0

Cotyledon
0-0

2

7.95

119. 80

9.05

1

0-0

3

8.29

87.46

10. 88

0

0-0

4

11.58

106. 84

15. 09

0

0-0

5

11.24

90.80

13 . 16

2

0-0

6

10.54

160. 17

10.97

5

0-0

7

9.31

94.59

12. 36

1

0-0

8

8.35

125.45

10.23

5

0-0

9

11.72

167.78

12.55

5

0-0

10

10.30

135.49

9.27

5

0-0

11

10. 18

88.05

12.91

1

0- 1

12

9.34

63 . 75

14. 50

0

0-0

13

12.66

69.72

19 . .71

0

0-0

14

10.22

76 . 03

14. 56

0

0- 0

10.57
9.96

100. 17
105. 15

13.43

0

0-0

15
X

12 . 47

"'....

Table 8.

Continued

Varie !Y
Landreth
Stringless

Seed
number
1

Initial
10.55

Percent moisture
18 hours
24 hours
im bibition
drY!ng
71. 13
14.46

Crack index
Seed coat
0

Co!Yledon
0-0

2

10.68

54.24

14.97

0

0-0

3

10.55

11.70

10 . 85

0

0-0

4

10.28

50. 27

14.55

0

2-0

5

10. 19

52.60

14.54

0

0-0

6

10.31

13. 43

11. 16

0

0-0

7

11. 70

114.77

16.28

0

0-0

8

9.68

11.28

10.00

0

0-0

9

10. 41

28. 50

13.76

0

0-0

10

10.71

11.95

10.39

0

0-0

11

10.63

40 . 89

15.56

0

0-0

12

10.65

19. 14

12. 15

0

0-0

13

10.99

11. 83

10. 79

0

0-0

14

12.23

70 . 16

15.42

1

0-0

16 . 72
13. 44

1

0-0

15

10. 64
10.68

56. 81
41. 25

m

tn

Table 8.

Continued

Varie t;y

Percent moisture
18 hours
24 ho urs
imbibi tion
dr;ying
66.90
12.60

Crack index

Seed
number
1

Initia l
9.39

2

9.86

66. 58

13.66

0

0-0

3

9. 25

90.01

11.06

0

0-0

4

9.86

69.33

12.52

0

2-0

5

9. 21

74. 93

11. 18

2

3-4

6

10.31

78.80

13.62

0

0 -0

7

11. 11

87.40

13.20

0

0-0

8

10.69

84. 19

12.65

0

2- 3

9

9 . 32

96 . 00

11.64

0

0-0

10

9.98

82.00

11.97

0

2-2

11

10.80

46. 14

12.31

0

0-0

Seed coat
0

Cotyledon
0-0

Tendercrop

12

11. 63

90.88

13. 07

3

0-2

13

9.51

75.06

12.96

0

3-3

14

10.66

69.51

14.23

0

0-0

12. 11
10.24

111. 05
79.25

11.85
12 . 57

0

2-1

15
X

"'"'

Table 8.

Continued

Var iet~

White Seeded
Tendercrop

Percent moisture
18 hours
24 hours
imbibition
drying
14.27
81.70

Crack index

Seed
number
1

lnitial
9.63

2

9.21

82. 52

13.80

0

0-0

3

8.63

85 . 93

9.98

3

4-2

4

9.89

77.44

12 . 46

3

2-3

5

8.80

69.31

12.29

0

0-0

6

8. 72

84.72

12.87

0

2-2

7

11. 51

71. 61

16.00

2

3-4

8

10. 18

86.88

13.00

0

0-0

9

13.61

140. 42

13 . 62

0

4-4

10.

10. 11

87.41

11. 35

4

0-0

11

10.71

88.69

10.84

3

0-1

12

10.72

8 1. 83

13.70

0

0-0

13

10. 13

90.85

13.09

0

0-0

14

10.26

82.32

12.68

3

2-2

15

10.62
10. 18

67.25
85.26

14.07
12.95

0

0-0

Seed CQi!t
0

QotyledQD
2-0

...,

0>
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hour imbibition data indicate there is considerably more difference in
the amount of water imbibed by seeds within a variety for Corbett Refugee
and Improved Landr e th Stringl ess t han by seeds of the other four varieites .
It may also be noted that even though different vari eties of seed and dif-

ferent s eeds within a variety imbibed greatly varying amounts of water ,
they all dried to very nearly the same moisture level after 24 hours. In
fact , t 11e gTaph of Figure 10 s hows that most of Lhe difference in moisture between seeds is removed after only 6 hours drying.

It appears that seeds

imbibing the greatest amount of water imbibe more rapidly a nd dry more
rapidly than seeds imbibing less water.
It may be noted that the moisture wa s not always greatest in seeds

with broken seed coats.

Some of them may have cracked while drying , and

not during imbibition , which could be the expla nation for this . In most cases ,
however, seeds having severely cracked seed coats a bsorbed the most water.
There do es not appear to be a direct relationship between degree of seed
coat cracking a nd cotyledonal cracking.

For example, in White Seeded

Tendercrop , some of the seeds with cracked seed coats also ha ve cracked
cotyledons (Table 8) , but some with severe seed coat cracks have no cotyledonal cracks.

It is believed that these exceptions are too numerous to

directly relate rate of imbibition and s eed coat cracks to cotyledonal crack ing severity .
It is appar ent from the extre me variation in the rate of imbibition
between seeds of even the same variety that moisture rel ations must be
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considered on an individual seed basis.
involved bulk sample material.

Many previous studies have

If the small (41 percent) increase in

moisture for a bulk sampl e of Landreth Stringless is consid ered, it may
be concluded that the low imbibition r a te is responsible for cracking
resistance.

Yet , the present study indicates that three of the 15 seeds

imbibed more than 70 percent moisture and one imbibed 114 percent,
but had no cotyledonal cracking.

The slowly permeable nature of Improved

Landreth Stringless and some other varieties may give protection against
cotyledonal cracking.

The fact that they resist cracking even when water

is imbibed rapidly, however, indicates that other factors are also involved.

Summary
Data of this study indicate that differences in the rate of imbibition and drying are not responsible for differences in susceptibility
to cotyledonal cracking.

In fact , the crack-resistant Earliwax and

Improved Higrade imbibed water and dried faster than the cracksusceptible varieties .
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CHAPTER VI

EFFECT OF DESICCATION ON THE SUBSEQUENT
RATE OF IMBIBITION

Introduction
Evidence in the literature (Lebedeff, 1947; Hyde , 1954; Honma and
Denna , 1962) suggested that certain seeds were less permeable when dried
to less than 14 percent moisture.

When bean seed grown in southern Idaho

matures during the hot, dry months of August a nd Sep tember, seed
moistures as low as 9 percent are common.

It was theorized that if a

variety had a hard s eed tendency , it should be l e ss susceptible to seed
moisture fluctuations while curing in the fi eld prior to harvest.

This

experiment was conducted to l earn whether the hard s eed characteristic
could be a factor contributing to the cotyledona l cracking resistance of
certain snap bean varieties.

Literature review
Be for e continuing this discussion of bean imbibition . it may be
helpful to briefly review the ex ternal a na tomy of the seed.

Along the

inside suture of the seed and at the point of attachment to the pod , is the
scar-like hilum (Figure 11) .

Imm ediately adjacent to the hilum and toward
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Radicle
Micropyle - Hilum - - -

Raphe - -

Figure 11. External view of a typical snap bean seed.
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one end of the seed is a raised portion which covers the radicle .

Between

the tip of the radicle and the hilum is a s m all er opening which is the
micropyle.

The pollen tube pa sses through the micropylar opening dur-

ing fertilization.

It has been noted that in most varieties of snap beans

this opening fails to clos e (Moore, 1965c) . At the opposite end of the
seed, a low ridge extends from the hilum toward the tip.

This is the

raphe which contains a network of conducting tissues that fan out into the
seed coat.

The a rea of seed coat at the raphe end of the seed is often

referred to as the chalaza! region .
Distinct varietal diffe r ences in the pathway of water entry into
seeds of beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) have been observed by Kyle (1959)
and Kyle and Randall (1963) .

The greatest amount of water entered

through the micropyle of Great Northern while most of the water passed
through the hilum and raphe areas of the Red Mexican bean seed.

They

further noted that the remaining areas of the seed coat of these two
varieties, exclusive of the micropyle, hilum , and raphe areas , were
responsible for only 2 percent to 3 percent of the total water intake.
Kyle and Randall (1963) concluded that these differences wer e genetically
controlled.
Considerable evidence indicated that the nature of the hilum ,
micropyle a nd raphe were determinants of the hard seed characteristic .
Atkin (1964) contended that the hard seed tendency in certain varieties
was a factor in their resis tance to cotyledonal cracking.

The expression
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of this tende ncy i s believed to be closely r elated to the relative humidity
of the atmosphere and the effect it has upon seed moisture. It has been
demostrated (Lebede ff , 1947 ; Hyde, 19 54; Honma and Denna, 1962) that
the inc idence of hard seed within a certain lot increased as the moisture
of the seed decreased below a critical l evel of from 8 percent to 14 perc ent, depending upon the variety.

This phenomenon was considered to

be genetica lly controlled , thus a ccounting for the differences in r e sponse
between varieties.

J ames (1949), on the other hand, contended that the

character for impermeability in crimson clover was not heritable,
or if it was, the heritable factors were masked by environmental effects.
Following a study on the testae of perennial rye grass (Lolium
perenne) , Brown (1931) reported that the cuticle layer of the testa retarded water absorption , but the per meability was increased by stretching of the cuticle after seed began to swell.

He suggested that water

firs t entered the hilum a nd began to s well the endosperm . The swelling
in turn increased t he seed permeability and permitted more water to
enter . The swelling and increased wa ter entry sequence progressively
increas ed until the seed was fully imbibed.
Moore (196 5c) observed the imbibition of water by lima bean
seeds and s uggested the following pattern of water entry: water first
penetrated the micropyle and hilum, then moved rapidly along the raphe
a nd accumulated in the chalaza! area.

As the wa ter moved between the
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cotyledon a nd seed coat , it was unequally distributed because of irregul ariti es in tne seed coat attachment to the cotyledon. This caused uneven s welling of the seed coat a nd cotyledon and resulted in stress being
directed to the dry , unsoaked areas.

Moore (1965c) believed this stress

was one of the primary causes of cotyledonal cracking of bean seed.
Atkin (1964) and Moore (1964) observed that the more loosely the
seed coa t was attached to the cotyledon, the more susceptible the seed
was to cra cking and crushing injury.

They pointed out that the seed of

many of the newer snap bean varieties had a more loosely fitted seed
coat than was typical of most of the older varieties and were consequently more susceptibl e to injury.

Methods a nd material s
Randomly selected 1 pound samples of Tenderwhite , Tendercrop ,
Earliwax and Improved Higrade snap bean seed were stored in sealed cans
con taining anhydrous calcium chloride granul es.

After about 14 days , seeds

were sel ected at random and examined for breaks in the seed coat with a
dissecting microscope.

Thirty of each variety with crack -free seed coats

were obtained for the experim ent a nd identified by a number marked on the
tip of the seed coat with india ink.

The initial weights were obtained by

weighing individual seeds on a continuous-read-out micro-balance and
recorded to the nearest ten-thousandths of a gram.

Kimpak tissue was

cut into squares a nd placed in pla stic boxes 1 X 4 1/ 2 X 4 1/ 2 inches
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square.

Each Kimpac square wa s saturated with 50 ml of distilled wate r

and the boxes were placed in the Pervical growth chamber to equilibrate
to 25 C .

After 1 hour, the 30 seeds of each variety were pl aced on the

saturated Kimpak with their side s down and returned to the 25 C growth
chamber to imbibe for 15 hours.

The s eeds were removed from the boxes ,

lightly blotted with absorbent tissue and wei ghed . They were returned to
the boxes and stored in the growth chamber for a n additional 9 hours of
soaking, making a total of 24 hours . The seeds were weighed again
and then dried at 100 C for 48 hours to obtain an oven-dry wei ght.

Table

9 lists the percent increase in moisture for the 30 seeds of each variety.
Table 10 was compiled from imbibition data of Chapter V for the normal
seeds and data of Table 9 of this experiment for the desiccated seeds .
The second part of the expe riment was carried out to l earn if
varieties differed in their d ependenc e on the hilum-micropyle region
for wa ter entry . Seeds of Earliwax (re sistant) and Tenderwhite (susceptibl e) we re randomly sel ected a nd trea ted as described for the seeds
used in the firs t part of this expe riment.

Twenty crack-free seeds of

each vari ety were prepared for soaking as fo llows.

Ten refrigerated

seeds with a moisture content of 12 percent wer e selected and the hilum ,
micropyle a nd raphe of five of the s eeds were sealed with petroleum jelly.
Te n s eeds were adjusted to 8 percent moisture by desiccation and the hilum,
micropyl e and raphe of five of these s eeds were sealed with petrol eum
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Table 9.

Seed
number
1

Water imbibed in 15 hours at 25 C by seeds of four varieties of
snap bean seeds following desiccation.
Percent moisture increase , (dry weight basis)a:
Tenderwhite
Tendercro12
Im12roved Higrade
Earliwax
93.0
79.0
109.5
36.8

2

103.0

113.0

3

98.0

80 . 0

104.0

23.7

4

64 . 0

82.0

92.0

104.0

5

101.0

66 . 5

96.0

67.0

6

105.0

73.0

105. 0

108.5

7

120.0

77.0

24.2

1.4

8

95.0

111.0

99.5

72.0

9

103.5

99.5

74.5

76.0

10

102.0

81. 0

94.5

1.6

11

84.0

46.0

102.9

21. 0

12

111.0

73.0

96.3

55.0

13

107 . 0

55.0

106.2

80 .0

14

117.0

54.0

66.6

105 . 0

15

103.0

57.0

4.6

1.7

16

104.0

90.0

35.6

97.0

17

107.0

75.0

100.4

10.7

18

111.0

50.0

23.4

78.0

19

107 .0

83.0

83.5

3. 1

20

101. 0

90.0

12.6

32.0

88. 5

8. 1
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Table 9.

Continued

Seed

Percent moisture increase. (dry weight basis)a
Tenderwhite
Tendercrop
Improved Higrade
Earliwax

number
21

102.0

86.0

97.6

23.0

22

100.0

98.0

115.0

1.1

23

94.0

97.0

102.3

7. 1

24

104.0

78.0

9.8

2.7

25

107.0

92.0

125.2

30.0

26

106.0

1.3

4.9

112.0

27

100.0

73.0

86.6

103.0

28

93.0

99.0

131. 0

1. 5

29

105.0

86.0

93.4

46.5

99.0
101.6

92.0
77.9

75.3
78.7

22.0
44.38

30
X

a Based on 7. 3, 7. 8, 8. 2 and 7. 7 percent initial moisture for Tenderwhite,
Tendercrop , Earliwax and Improved Higrade , respectively.

Table 10.

Seed
numbe r
1

Com Jnrison of imbibition rate at 25 C for desiccated and nor ma l seeds of Ea r liwax (resistant)
s nap beans.
Percent moisture (dry weight basis)a*
Desiccated
Normal
24 hours
2 hours
10 hours
15 hours
21. 0
68.0
1.4
45.6

18 hours
85.0

2

55.0

111.0

3. 3

42.0

71. 6

3

80.0

107.0

32.4

84. 8

117 . 5

4

105 . 0

115. 0

1.0

39 . 2

80.0

5

1.7

20.0

3.7

49. 1

80 . 5

6

97.0

126.0

3.0

34.3

67 . 3

7

10.7

52.0

5. 9

45. 6

76 . 8

8

78.0

109.0

7.3

62.3

95. 9

9

3. 1

44 . 0

19 .6

129. 5

148.8

10

32.0

91. 0

0.8

18. 1

4 1. 9

11

2 3. 0

46.0

25.2

80. 1

99 . 6

12

1.1

1.2

0. 1

65 . 3

93.8

13

7. 1

38.0

0.2

27.7

107.7

_,
00

Table 10.

Continued

Desiccated

Seed
number

15 hours

Percent moisture (dr;r: weight basis)a*
Norma l
24 hours
2 hours
10 hours

18 hours

14

2.7

29.0

5.5

87 . 8

118. 5

15

30.0

72.0

1.9

60.7

100. 9

36. 5

68.61

7.42

58. 14

X

92. 39

*a The weight of the seed prior to imbibition. The average initia l moisture for des iccated seeds wa s
8. 2 percent and 11. 3 percent for the normal.

__,
«>
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jelly.

The seeds were placed on saturated Kimpak tissues in the plastic

boxes a nd stored in the P ercival growth chamber at 25 C for 18 hours .
Table 11 lists t he mois ture content for each of the seeds following the
soaking treatment.

Results a nd discus sion
The data of Table 9 indica te that many of the seeds of Earliwax
became very s lowly permeable a fter the moisture level had decreased to
8 percent.

The imbibition of seeds of Improved Higrade appeared to be

affected by low pre-imbibition moisture, but to a l esser degree than those
o f Earliwax.

Only an occasio nal seed of Tendercrop imbibed slowly and

seeds of Tenderwhite were appar ently unaffected.

The frequency of im-

permeability is almo st inve rsely related to cracking susceptibility in
the four vari eties.

In other words, the vari eties with the greatest num-

ber of impermeable seeds were a lso the mos t r esistant to cracking.

Since

the imbibition of seeds of Earliwax were a ffected mos t by disiccation , the
data of Ta ble 10 wa s included to compare them to seeds of the same lot
that contained normal pre-imbibition moisture.

The 2 hour interval

of imbibition for normal s eeds (11 percent mois ture) was included since
they imbibed about the s a m e a mount of water during this period as m any
of the disiccated seeds imbibed after 15 hours .

The amount of imbibition

dur ing the 10 hour interva l was comparable to the amount imbibed by
several of the desiccated seeds a fter 24 hours.

The 18 hour interval
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Table 11.

Seed mois ture comparisons for Earliwax (resistant) and Tenderwhite (susceptible) a fter 18 hours imbibition at 25 C. Comparis ons were made with the hilum, micropyle and raphe sealed
with petroleum jelly a nd a lso with these regions uns eal ed.

Pre-imbibition
moisture

Seed
number

Earliwax
Unsealed
Sealed

12 %

Tenderwhite
Unsealed
Sealed

62.0

27.0

65.0

62.0

2

5 1. 0

28 .0

80.0

67.0

3

59 . 0

58.0

65.0

57.0

4

54. 0

53.0

80.0

66.0

61.0
57.4

50.0
43.2

73.0
72.6

77.0
65.8

28.0

1.4

78.0

77.0

2

57.0

1.1

69.0

75.0

3

4.4

1.5

101.0

131. 0

4

6.5

1.2

2.6

47.0
28.6

...b...Q.

85.0
67. 1

5
X

8%

5
X

1.4

63.0
69.2
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is representative of the imbibition pa tte rn of normal seeds of Earliwax
just prior to germination.

Previous tests indicated that shortly after

18 hours imbibition the r adic le began to e merge from seeds that imbibe
norma lly.
The data of Ta ble 10 indica te there was a pproximately a 14 hour
del ay in imbibition of desic cated seeds of Earliwax.

It appeared that most

of the seeds of Earliwax began to imbibe water during the 15 hour soaking
period ; however, the rate of increase a ppeared to be slower than in normal
seeds .

The data a lso indicate that while sever a l of the disiccated seeds

of Earliwax expressed a hard seed character a fter 15 hours imbibition ,
they were imbibing wa te r r ather freely a fter 24 hours , with the exc eption
of one seed.

The tendency for the seeds of E arliwax to become imperme-

abl e when disiccated is further evidenced by compa ring the seeds of this
variety a fter 18 hours of imbibition (Table 10) to the seeds of Tende rwhite
a nd Te ndercrop. that had imbibed for only 15 hours (Table 9) .

The seeds

of Earliwax imbibed Jes s water a nd had greater variability in the amount
of wa ter imbibed than was observed in Tenderwhite and Tendercrop.

Nearly

a ll of the seeds of Te nderwhite a nd Tendercrop that had the same preimbibition mois tur e a s Earliwax were a lmost fully imbibed after 15 to 18
hours soaldn g. If it i s assumed that the severity of cotyl edonal cracking
was a ffected by the a mount and r a te of water imbibition of bean seeds, then
this hard seed tendency could pos sibly be involved in the cracking r esistance
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of Earliwax a nd Improved Higra.de.

During t he harvest season in southern

Idaho, light r ain showers a re r a ther common.

Heavy dew is also common

during the months of Setpe mber a nd October a nd w hen it occurs, bean pods
towa rd the outer pa rt of the windrow become fa irly well soaked.

The dews

a nd most of the r a in showers soak the bean pods for only a short time and
in most cases would not exceed 15 to 20 hours.

In s uch cases , m a ny of

the seeds of Earliwax a nd Improv ed Higrade may be protected agains t
moisture uptake if the seeds were dried to a moisture content of 8 perc e nt
to 10 percent prior to soaking. A study of the seed moisture r ecords for
several bean s eed c rops delivered to one commercial warehouse in southern
Idaho indica tes that thes e low moisture l evels commonly occur in curing
crops of snap beans during Septem ber.
There is considerabl e evidence for the involve m e nt of the hilum ,
micropyl e and raphe in seed imbibition (Brown , 1931; Lebedeff, 1947;
Hyde, 1954; Kyle, 1959; Honma a nd De rma, 1962; Kyle a nd Ra nda ll , 1963;
Atkin , 1964; Moore , 196 5a).

A pre liminary study involving Earliwax

(resis tant ) and Te nderwhite (susceptible) suggested that varieties of seed
differ in their dependence upon these areas for wate r entry and that this
difference is affec ted by pre-imbibition seed moisture .

Seeds of the two

varieties imbibed water nearly as r a pidly with the micropyle , hilum a nd
raphe seal ed as when they were left open if the pre-imbibition seed
moisture was 12 percent or grea ter (Tabl e 11).

However, if the
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pre-imbibition moisture was 8 percent or les s , Earliwax became practica lly impermeable with these areas sealed , while imbibition of Tenderwhite appeared to be unaffected . It a ppeared that the seed coats of Earllwax became impermeable a fter desiccation and were dependent upon the hilum, micropyle and raphe fo r the initia l entry of water, while the seed coats
of Tenderwhite were perme able a fter desicca tion. It should be noted that
the seed coats of Earliwax had a tendency to adhere tightly to the cotyledon ,
whil e seed coats of Tenderwhite were norma lly loose.

It is believed that

this difference is partly responsible for the impermeabl e character of
Earliwax after desiccation.
Figures 12 and 13.

Further evidence for this is suggested by

The hilum illustrated in Figure 12 was sectioned from

a seed of Earliwax which imbibed wa ter very slowly.

It is however,

opened nearly as wide as the hilum sectioned from a seed of Earliwax
that imbibed water normally (Figure 13).

This suggests that after the

seed has been desiccated , even though water enters the hilum, an interval of time is necessary to "soften" the inner lining of the seed coat and
cause it to become permeable.

This theory is in agreement with the

suggestion of Atkin (1964) that seeds with more tightly adhering seed coats
are more resistant to cracking.
This part of the study was only preliminary and is not conclusive
becaus e of the limited number of seeds tested.
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Figure 12. Hilum o•f a slowly permeable seed of Earliwax after 18 hours
inhibition at 25 c. (approximately 300 X).

Figure 13. Hilum olf a permeable seed of Variety A after 18 hours inhibition
at 25 C. (approximately 300 X).
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Summary
The data of Ta ble 9 indicate that when the seed was dried to a pproxim at ely 8 percent moisture, s eeds of Ea rliwax a nd Improv ed Higrade
had a tende ncy for hard seedccln.ess. The data o r Table 11 indica te o.hata fur ther
decrease in the permeability of Earliwax r esulted when the hilum , micropyl e a nd r aphe areas wer e sealed with petroleum jelly . It is believed
from studying thes e data tha t whe n t he mois ture was above 10 percent
in the s eeds of Earliwax and Improved Higrade , the seed coats were as
permeabl e as in the s eeds of crack susceptible va rieties . Whe n the
seeds of Ea rliwax and Improved HigTade were dri ed, however, t he seed
coats becam e impe rmeable a nd the hilum , micropyle a nd raphe offered
the only pathway for entry into t he seed. It a ppeared that t he rate of
water mo vem ent into the seed wa s regulated by the size of the hila r
opening and/ or by the ti ghtness of seed coat adherence to the cotyledon.
It is possible that this seed coa t adher e nc e layer of Earliwax a nd Improved

Higrade was gradually s oak ed as water entered through the hilum and
caused a cap illary conne ction for water to move throu gh the previous ly
impermeable s eed coat.

When the hila r, micropylar and raphe ope nings

were seal ed , water could not e nter to initiate this capillary movement.
It is also possible that as water moved inside the seed coat and the cotyledon be gan to swell , the seed coat cuticle stretched a nd becam e permeabl e
as s uggested by Brown (1931) .
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This impermeability mechanism of Earliwax and Improved Higrade
is not pre s e nted as the differ e ntiatin g characteristic between the cracksusceptible a nd crack-resistant varieties , but rather a s a possibl e protective mechanism against cotyledonal cracking.

Since it was shown in

Table 8 that these varieties resist cra cking even when water is imbibed
normally , other factors are apparently involved in this r e sistanc e.
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CHAPTER VII

INVOLVEME NT OF MIDDLE LAMELLA IN
COTYLEDONAL CRACKING

Introduction
The r esults of previous experime nts in this thesis suggest that
seed moisture fluctuations e nha nced the expression , but were not the basic
cause, of cotyledonal cracking in s nap bean s eeds.

Evidence in the lite r-

ature suggested that a calcium deficiency in the intercellular pectates of
the cotyledons could cause the cracking.

The followin g experiment was

conducted to l earn if cotyledonal cracks originated in the middle lamella
a nd , if so , to determine whether a calcium deficie ncy was responsible
for the weakness.

Literature review
The function of calcium within the cell structure has been outlined
by Chambers and Chambers (1961) and Miller (1957).

The middle lamella

(a layer of intercellular material that cements toge ther adjacent c ells)
is dependent upon calcium salts for stiffness and its property of cementing cells together . If calcium is removed from the medium , sodium largely r eplac es calcium so that the intercellular cement is transform ed into
dissociated and soluble sodium proteina tes or pe ctates.

The cells then
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have a tendency to fall apart.

Pla nts grown in calcium-free water ,

especially at low pH, tend to show root decomposition and cell separation.
Morris (1963) obs erved that sna p bea n seed produced on ground followin g
sugar beets , without zinc or s ulfur fertilizer, had only half as ma ny cotyl edonal cracks as seed produ ced on ground following a lfa lfa hay or a previous
crop of s nap beans.
Lunin and Ga llatin (19 65) r eported tha t the bean pla nt composition generally reflected the cation composition of the soi l.

In other

wor ds , the cation balanc e within the pla nt was essentially the same as
the cation r elationship of the soil.
Buren and Peck (1963).

Simila r resul ts we re obtained by Van

They observed that the calcium concentration

within the pods of Tendercrop snap beans increased when the c alcium
l evel of the nutrient solution was increased.

It was also noted that

increasing the level of calcium resulted in firmer canned pods that had
l ess tendency to slough a nd split.

De Kock (1964) and True (1922)

reported that the potassium and calcium balance within plants has a
constancy of product.

An increase in one of the cations is accomplished

by a proportional decrea s e in the other.
The effect of various nutrie nt l evels and bala nce s on pea seed
was studied by Sayre and Nebel (1930) . They concluded that (a ) peas
grown in high calcium had seed coats with 25 percent taller palisade
cells ; (b) cells of t he cotyledons in low calcium treatments a ppeared
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physiologically older than c ells from plants grown in normal calcium;
(c) the higher the calcium l eve l in the seed coats, the tougher the peas;
(d) as the proportion of potass ium increased , the l evel of calcium decreased and the peas were more tender; (e) the starch grains were larger
in the cotyl edons of peas that were grown in high calcium solutions ; and (f)
the cotyledonal cells were slightly larger in cotyledons of peas grown
in high calcium.

Ree ve (1947) obtained s imilar results from a study of

mineral nutrition of peas.

He concluded that nutrition had a defini te

e ffect upon the texture of the seed coa ts a nd appeared to be rel ated to
slight c hanges in the pectic ma teria ls .

Methods and materia ls
Pieces of na turally-cracked cotyl edons we r e prepar ed for microscopic observation by the paraffin method of Sass (19 58). They were
kill ed and fixed in formalin-a cetic acid-alcohol (FFA). The piece s
were dehydrated by the a lcohol method , e mbedded in paraffin blocks
and microtome sections 25 microns thick were cut.

They were affixed

to the microscope slides and stained with safranin and fast green.
Cotyledonal cracks of Harvester , Tenderwhite , Tendercrop a nd
White Seeded Tendercrop were examined under 100 X and 250 X magnification to determine the pa thway of the cracks as they developed across
the cotyledons.
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Results and discussion
Figures 14 a nd 15 illustrate a cotyledonal crack which is representative of those examined in this experim ent.

Crackin g occu rred across

the cotyledonal cell walls at a much higher fr equency than was observed
a long the interc ellular middle la mella.

Summary
If cotyledonal cracking is ca used by a structural weakness of the

cells , the weakness is apparently in the cell wall rather than the middle
lamella.

There was little evidence in the literature to indicate that a

compositional weakness of the cell wall caused cotyl edonal cracking.
Therefore, it was concluded that the cracking was caused by a physical
force upon the cells.
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CHAPTER VIJI

RELATIONSlllP OF ANATOMICAL DIFFERENCES
TO COTYLEDONAL CRACKING

Introduction
This investigation was conducted to microscopically study the
seed coats and cotyledons of cra ck-resistant and crack -susc eptibl e
varieties of snap beans to lea rn if a na tomica l differences between varities
could explain the differences in cra cking susceptibility.

Literature review
Kannenberg and Allard (1964) have pointed out that white-seeded
lima beans have thinner seed coa ts, shorter and broader cells , and fewer
cells per unit in the palisade layer than colored seeds.

Steinswat (1966)

has reported that no anatomical differences were observed between seed
coats of permeable and impermeable lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus) seeds.
Atkin ( 1964) believes that cotyl edons of certain varieties are
basically more resistant to cracking; however, there has been no direct
evidence from previous studies to support this view.
Powri e, et al. (1960) have noted great differences in the size
and shape of individual cells throughout the cotyledons of navy bean seeds.
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They obs erved that the epiderma l cells on the flat side of the cotyledon
were more than three times longer than thos e of the round side epidermis
and varied greatly in length .

The hypoderma l cells were larger titan the

epidermal cells of both the fla t and round sides.
Experimental results r eported by Bils and Howell (1963) indicated
that cell division within the cotyledon was essentially completed during
the first 2 weeks after flowering and that beyond this the cells increased
in size only.

Lowenberg (1955) noted that cotyledonal cells of snap beans

seed increased from 360 , 000 to 2 ,600, 000 during development and maturation
and that this r epre s ente d l ess tha n three cell generations.

Methods and materials
Mature seeds of Tenderwhite , Tendercrop, Earliwax and Improved
Higrade snap beans were cross-s ectioned into three parts, killed and fixed
i11 formalin-a cetic a cid-alcohol (FAA).

The s ections were dehydrated by

the alcohol method, e mbedded in paraffin blocks and microtome sections
of 25 microns thickness we r e cut (Sass , 1958).

Longitudinal and cross

sections of each of the four varieties were mounted on slides and stained
with safranin and fast green.
Seed coats of the four varieties were studied under the microscope at 100 x and 250 x in search of anatomical variations that could
cause differences in permeability. Longitudinal and cross sections of
the cotyledons were a lso examine d microscopic ally and compared for
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anatomical differences.

Photomicrographs were made of the seed coats

and cotyl edons with a 35 mm camera attached to the microscope.

The

photographs were taken at 100 x and 250 x and enlarged to approximately
300 x and 750 x.
Measurements of seed coa t thickness and of the cotyl edonal cell
dimensions were made with the aid of an occula r micrometer inserted into
the eye piece . of the microscope.

Drawings were made by using a Leitz

camera-lucida attached to the microscope.

Results and discussion
Seed coats. Photographs of external cell layers of the seed coats
from four varieties of snap beans are illustrated in Figures 16 through 19.
The nutrient cells and aleurone layer (Figure 20) normally collapse and
deteriorate in mature seeds , resulting In seed coats of irregular thickness.
There is, however, greater uniformity in the thickness of the palisade
and osteosclereid cells.
Table 12.

The measurements of these cells are listed in

The data indicate that Tendercrop had significantly thicker

palisade and osteosclereid cells than were found in the more permeable
seed coats of Improved Hi grade and Tenderwhite and significantly thicker
palisade cells than Earliwax, Improved Higrade and Tenderwhite.

They

also indicate that the order of increasing cell thickness is in direct relation to the order of decreasing permeability of the seed coats for these
varieties.

The data for Tenderwhite , Tendercrop, and Improved Higrade
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Figure 16.

Cross section of Tendercrop (susceptible) snap bean seed
coat (approximately 1000 X). P alisade and osteosclereid cells
illustrated.

F igure 17 . Cross section of Earliwax (resistant) snap bean seed coat
(approximately 1000 X) . Palisade and osteosclereid cells
illustrated.
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Figure 18.

Cross section of Tenderwhi te (susceptible) snap bean seed coat
(approximately 1000 X). Pmlisade and osteosclereid cells
illustrated .

Figure 19.

Cross section of Improved Higrade (resistant) snap bean seed
coat (approximately 1000 X) .. Palisade and osteosclereid cells
illustrated.
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Figure 20.

Cross section of a seed coat of Kadwax snap bean whfch
illustrates the typical cell strata.
Section taken from side of seed coat and camera-lucida drawing
made at approximately 1200 X.
a
b
c
d
e

- Cuticle;
- Malpighian , or palisade cells
- Osteosclereid cells
-Nutrient cells
-Aleurone layer (After Watson , 1948)
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Table 12.

Seed
number

Thickness, in microns , of the pa lisade cells (column A)
a nd osteosclere id cells (column B) of seeds from four
varieties of snap bean seeds . The m easurements were
taken from both s ides of ea c h of five seeds per variety.
The mea ns are listed nea r the bottom of the table with the
combined means of the pa lisade a nd osteoscle reid cells
recorded below the m .
Tenderwhite

B

A

44

18
16

50
50

20
20

16
16

48
48

40

16
16

38
40

X

Earliwax
A. B

40
44

24
24

18
18

44

16
18

40
40

24
20

54
54

20
20

44

18
16

40
40

24
24

18
18

56
54

24
22

40

18
18

44
40

18
20

40
40

18
18

41.4

17. 0

52
56
52. 2 *

20
20
20. 2*

16
18
16 . 6

40
40
40.8

28
28
23. 4*

58. 4

*

B
12

44

5

A

16

44

4

Improved Higrade
46

40

3

B

48

44
2

Tendercrop

A

72.4

40

48

44
44

42

44. 0

60.6

64.2

Combined means of palis ade and osteosclereid calls.
Significantly diffe rent from simila r ce lls of other varieties at 5 percent probability (Duncan , 1955) .
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seem to suggest that the palis ade cell thickness was of primary importance
in regulating seed coat permeability.

However, the average thickness for

Earliwax pa lisade cells is slightly l ess than for Tenderwhite which is much
more permeable.

A closer study reveals that the ostoesclereid cells of

Earliwax are significantly thicker than for Tenderwhite a nd apparently is
partially responsible for the lowe r permeability.

The fact that the great

differenc e between the permeability of Earliwax a nd Tenderwhite was
not fully reflected in the thickness of the cells indicates there are other
differences involved that are not directly related to thickness of cells .
In this regard, compactness of the palisade cells and intercellular dif-

ferences may be of importance .
Cotyl edons. Longitudinal and cross sections of the four varieties
of snap bean cotyledons were car efully studied and compared.

No character-

istics we r e consistently observed that could account for differences in
crack-susceptibility.
Cell shape , size and arrangement were nearly identical in comparisons of longitudinal and cross sections of individual cotyledons in all
four varieties.

One notable difference was observed in the epidermal

cell layer on the flat side of the cotyledons .

These cells were small

and spherical in longitudinal sections (Figure 21), but rectangular in
cross sections (Figure 22).

This indicated they were long, cylindrical

cells considerably small er than the interna l cotyledonal cells.

Since
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a ll other cotyledonal cell structure was quite similar in both planes , a nd
since c r a cks usua lly develop across the lOngitudinal pla ne, comparisons
in this experiment are illustrated only for the longitudina l sections.
Figures 23 through 26 a r e camera-lucida drawings of ihe
cotyledon' s flat s ide for Tendercrop , Earliwax , Tenderwhite , and Improved
Hi gra de r es pectively.

The second a nd subsequent cell layers of the fla t

side wer e much la rger than the epidermal cells and were circula r to
elliptical in shape in both longitudinal and cross sections. This suggested
that the internal cells were nearly spherical.
Figures 27 through 30 illustrate longitudinal sections of the cotyl edon ' s round s ide for Tendercrop, Earliwax , Tenderwhite and Improved
Higra de respectively.

All four varieties have small, spherical epidermal

c ells a long the round side and subsequent layers of cells become progressively la rger toward the center of the cotyledon.

Similarly, the epidermal

a nd subsequent layers of cells on the round side of the longitudinal sections
are of comparabl e size and shape to those of the cross sections.

The

cells a ppeared to be nearly spherical a nd the outer one to three cell
layers were considerably smaller than those toward the center.

This

could account for the more rapid rate of water penetration along the
round side , since the greater number of intercellular spaces could provide more points of entry. All the varieties studied had this charac teri stic a nd ii a pparently had little effect in cotyledonal crack-susceptibility.

Figure 23.

Longtiudinal section drawing from flat side of Tendercrop
(susceptible) snap bean cotyledon (approximately 750 X).

Figure 24 . Longitudinal section drawing from flat side of Earliwax
(resistant) scap bean cotyledon (approximately 750 X) .
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Figure 25.

Longitudinal section drawing from fl at side of Tenderwhite
(susceptible) snap bean cotyledon (approximately 750 X).

Figure 26. Longitudinal section drawing from flat side of Improved Higrade
(resistant) snap bean cotyledon (approximately 750 X).
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Figure 27.

Figure 28 .

Longtiudinal section drawing from round side of Tendercrop
(s usceptible) snap bean cotyledon (approximate ly 750 X).

Longtiudinal section drawing from round side of Earliwax
(resistant) snap bean cotyledon (approximately 750 X).
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Differences in cell size between seeds within a variety were significant at less than 10 percent probability for Earliwax and Improved
Higrade and at less

~han

25 percent probability for Tendercrop. A

significant difference was not found between seeds of Tenderwhite (Table
13). It is believed there would be a more significant difference in size
of cells between seeds within a variety if more replications were included.
The cell size differences among varieties were not significant.
A considerable difference was observed in cell sizes within an
individual seed. It is believed that this difference was largely due to
sectioning spherical cells on different planes. A cell sectioned near
the edge would appear much smaller as a single-plane section than a
neighboring cell of the same size sectioned near the center.

Summary
It was concluded that seed coats with thicker palisade and/ or

osteosclereid cells were less permeable.

There was no indication that

cotyledonal cell size, shape or arrangement were responsible for differences in crack-susceptibility. Differences in cell size were apparently
controlled more by seed size than by variety.

No differences in cell shape

were detected among varieties. All cotyledonal cells appeared to be nearly
spherical except for the epidermal layer of the flat side. Differences in
intercellular spaces or cell wall thickness were not detected.
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Table 13.

Seed
number

Comparison of cotyledona l cell size for seeds of four s na p
bean varieties.

Earliwax *

Cotyledonal cell area in microns2 a
Improved Higrade
Tenderwhite

Tendercrop"'*

1

7752

7662

2

5486

8638

8115

8099

3

6320

5843

5216

6921

4

6320

7131

7945

7265

6259
6427

8665
7588

6836
6996

6299
7578

5
X

6868

9307

a Each value is a n average of 10 randomly selected cells from the internal
region of the cotyledons. Area obtained by multiplying length times width.
* Significant differences between seeds within a variety at 10 percent
probability (Snedecor , 1956).
** Significa nt differences between seeds within a variety at 25 percent
probability.
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION

The evidence presented in this inves tigation does not indicate
that cotyledonal cracking of snap bea n seeds is directly due to seed
coat or pod differences, metabolic stress within the plant , or variation
in cotyledonal cell structure.

This s uggests that cracking may be caused

by a biochemically related weakness within individual cells rather than
moisture stresses within the cotyledons.
The possibility of an auxin involvement in cotyledonal cra cking
has been suggested by the research of Sacher (1957) and Gla sziou , et a l.
(1960) . Sacher conducted a n experiment in which segments of one group
of Kentucky Wonder pole bean cotyledons imbibed distilled wate r a nd a
second group imbibed distilled water a nd NAA(napthalene acetic a cid)
auxin.

Those that imbibed the auxin r e ma ined plump and rigid and those

that imbibed water alone became s oft a nd flaccid.

The auxin-treated

segments imbibed as much wa ter, but observations of ha nd sections indicated that intercellular spaces were fill ed with air , while those treated with water were filled with liquids.
tained a

s~lective

It appeared that the auxin m ain-

permeability of the membrane and prevented exosmosis

of cellular substances into the intercellula r spaces.

Auxin involvement

in ro otylPdona l cracking was not studied in the present investigation and r e mams for future study.
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The report by Veiss and Powrie (1959) that starch granules of
navy bean seeds began to swell at a temperature of about 60 C suggests
a poss ible theory for cotyledonal cracking.

Since the cotyledons of navy

beans ar e composed of approximately 39 percent starch granul es at
maturity (Powrie, et al. , 1960) , a doubling of the granul e size would
cause extre me stress on the cell wa lls.

If this is a lso true in snap beans ,

then differences in s usceptibility to cracking could be r elated to different
types of starch granules and their response to high temperatures.

Reeve

(1954a , 1954b , 1954c) found such differences in potato varieties that
expr es sed various degrees of susceptibility to cell rupturing when heated.
Lee (1966) has reported that certain types of starch granule s may gel and
double in size at temperature s as low as 45 C. In this r egard, it is of
interest to note that Hawthorn , e t al. , (1966) have recorded tempe ratures
of 60 C inside pea pods curing in the field.

If seed of crack-susceptibl e

varieties of snap bean seed contain starch granules characterized by a
low gelling temperature, they could be much more s usceptible to cracking
than varieties containing starch granules with a higher gelling temperature.
In this investigation , seeds of crack-susceptible varieties we r e induced to
crack by a drying, soaking a ndre-drying treatment.

The r esults indi-

cated that the treatment did induc e cracking, since the treated samples
were c racked much more severely than the pre-imbibition sampl es.
Reeve (1954c) contends that cracks in potato cubes which are produced by
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heat induc ed s welling of starch granules a nd s ubse quent cell rupturing may
n

t

become a pparent until t he cubes have been dehydrated and r ehydra ted.

Jf thiF i

a ls o tr ue in s nap bea ns , s eeds that appear to be free of cracks

be fore s o'lk ing may, never thel ess , ha ve been predisposed to cracking by
high t e mpera tures in the fi eld.

Whe n t he s eeds are dried in the laboratory

a nd r e hydra ted, the undetected interna l fissure s may develop into easily
ob e·r ved cra cks a cr oss the cotyledon.

Ande rson (1963) observed that

c r ops of s na p bea n seeds l e ft standing in the fi e ld and apparently subjected to only minor moisture cha nges have expressed severe cotyledonal
cr«cking when hand-threshed samples wer e inspected.
s t~ rc h

The heat-induced

gelling a nd expansion could b e the explanation of this phenomenon.

No :resea rch is c ited in which this theory has been tested on snap bean
seed.

lt i s possible that a detail ed study of varietal differences in starch

gra nule response to temper a ture a nd moisture changes would reveal the
cause of cotyledona l cra cking in cer tain varie tie s of snap beans.
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SUMMARY

1.

There a re distinct varietal differences in susceptibility to cotyledonal
cracking.

2.

If a stress-induced nutrient de ficiency of the developing bean plant

caused cotyledonal cracking, the de ficiency apparently affected the
seed several days after initiation.
3.

Ther e appeared to be a negative correlation between an increase in
the number of pods set auring a single day and an increase in cotyl edonal cracking in seeds initiated during that day.

4.

In som e instances, rapid seed moisture fluctuations of less than 10

percent induced cotyledonal cracking in dry seeds of cotyledonal
cracking susceptible varieties of snap beans .
5.

The bean pod apparently was not responsible for differences in
cotyledonal cracking susc eptibility , a lthough it did protect the
s eed s of both susceptible a nd resistant varieties to some extent.

6.

There was little correlation between seed coat permeability and
cotyl edonal cracking susceptibility.

Some varieties with highly

perm eable seed coats were crack-res istant while some that were
the leas t permeable we r e cra ck-susceptible.
7.

White s eed coats were generally more permeable than colored.
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8.

Pe rmea bility was lower in seed coats tbat bad thicker palisade and'
osteosc lereid cells.

9.

Cotyledoml cra cking resis tant varieties bad a greater tendency for
hard-seededness tha n was observed in crack-susceptible varieties.

10.

No diffe rences were observed in the cotyledonal cell structure of
the va rieties studied that could a ccount for differences in susceptibility to cotyledonal cracking.

11. Recommendations for controlling cotyledonal cracking are:
A.

Strive to develop cra ck-resistant varieties by hybridizing
with known crack-resistant lines.

B.

Pla nt crack-susceptible va rieties of snap bean seed at a uniformly shallow depth to promote r apid seedling emergence
a nd uniform seed developme nt and maturity.

Seeds on early

maturing plants in an unevenly maturing population will become dried a nd will be s ubj ected to temperature and moisture
cbanges while the l ater pla nts are maturing.
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